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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation investigates the effect of airfoil steady 

loading on the sound generated by the interaction of an isolated, zero

thickness ai rfoil with a high-frequency convected disturbance. The 

analysis is based on a linearization of the inviscid equations of motion 

about a nonuniform mean flow. The mean flow is assumed to be two

dimensional and subsonic. Throughout most of the dissertation, we 

assume that the Mach number is 0(1), though in one section we 

concentrate on the leading-edge region and study the behavior of the 

sound field as the Mach number tends to zero. The small parameter 

representing the amount of airfoil camber and incidence angle, and the 

large parameter representing the ratio of airfoil chord to disturbance 

wavelength, are utilized in a singular perturbation analysis. 

The analysis shows that essentially all of the sound is 

generated at the leading and trailing edges, in regions the size of the 

disturbance wavelength. The solution in the local-leading-edge region 

reveals several sound-generating mechanisms which do not exist for an 

airfoil with no mean loading. These mechanisms are not present at the 

trailing edge; the trailing edge is important only as a scatterer of the 

sound produced at the leading edge. The propagation of sound away from 

the airfoil edges is described by geometric acoustics, with the 

amplitude varying on the scale of the airfoil chord and the phase 

varying on the much smaller scale of the disturbance wavelength. 

x 
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In addition, a diffraction-type transition region exists downstream of 

the ai rfoi 1. 

Calculations of radiated acoustic power show that the sound 

field depends strongly on Mach number, gust characteristics, and 

airfoil steady loading. Small changes in these properties can produce 

large changes in radiated power levels. Most importantly, we find that 

. the amount of power radiated correl ates very well with the strength of 

the mean flow around the leading edge. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Convected disturbances, often called gusts, are disturbances to 

a fluid which move at the local mean-flow velocity. The interaction of 

these disturbances with airfoils is responsible for much of the noise 

generated by aircraft propul sion systems. Turbul ence is a common 

example of a convected di sturbance. The turbul ent fl uctuations 

encountered by an aircraft engine can be created externally in the 

atmosphere, or internally as an instability of the local flow through 

the engine. Another example is the entropy fluctuations created by 

temperature fluctuations in the combustion process. Perhaps the most 

important example of a gust is the velocity deficits of the wakes of 

rotating fan blades. These velocity deficits convect downstream and 

interact with neighboring components, generating sound in the process. 

In the context of the counter-rotating propellers currently under 

development, the neighboring component is another rotating fan, while 

for a turbofan engine the downstream component is a row of stationary 

or stator vanes. The rotor-stator interaction is worth examining in 

more detail. 

Shown in Fig. (1.1) is an unrolled channel model for the rotor

stator interaction. The rotor blades and stator vanes appear as 

infinite rows of airfoils, with the rotor row translating vertically at 

a velocity Urotor. If we consider a reference frame moving with the 

1 
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Fig. 1.1 Unrolled channel model for the rotor-stator interaction. 



rotor, the steady flow behind the rotor row appears as shown in 

Fig. (1.1). This flow consists of a uniform velocity 'ITl plus the 

periodic deficit velocity w of the viscous wakes. In typical 

applications w is very small relative to Ub and the deficits are 

essentially convected at the local mean flow speed Ul • To determine 

the velocity disturbance seen by an individual stator blade, we add the 

tangential velocity Urotor to the velocity field shown behind the rotor 

row. The wake deficits then appear to the stators as an unsteady 

disturbance, due to the spatial periodicity in the moving frame. The 

interaction of the velocity deficits with the stators generates sound 

at the blade-passing frequency (the frequency at which the rotor blades 

pass a stator vane) and its higher harmonics. Turbul ent gusts 

mentioned earlier contribute to the broadband noise produced by the 

engine. 

Most analyses of airfoil-gust interactions have utilized the 

classical linearized approach, in which the total flow is represented 

as the sum of a uniform flow, an O(a) steady disturbance flow, and an 

O(e) unsteady disturbance. If one assumes that a and e are both small 

but comparable, it is natural to neglect the O(a) corrections to the 

steady flow. The unsteady calculation then corresponds to small 

perturbations of a uniform flow, which simplifies the analysis 

considerably. However, in many turbomachinery applications the steady 

loading on the airfoils is considerable, and then the O(a) steady 

perturbation flow is large compared to the O(e) unsteady. flow. It then 

becomes desirable to include the effects of the mean flow distortion of 

the unsteady motion. 

3 



The significance of steady loading effects on the noise 

generated by gust-airfoil interactions was first recognized by Ffowcs 

Williams and Hawkings (1969a). Their approach was based upon 

Lighthi11's acoustic analogy. The acoustic analogy is a rearrangement 

of the equations of motion of fluid mechancis into a uniform-medium 

wave equation and a complicated source term. The source term is 

Lighthi11's stress tensor, which actually depends on the pressure (or 

density) being sol ved for in the equation. Hence, one must have at 

least some prior knowledge about the source term and be able to model 

it in order to solve the wave equation. Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings 

modeled the interaction of the gust with the potential flow around the 

airfoil as a quadrupole source term. They used dimensional arguments 

to show that, at high subsonic Mach numbers, the quadrupole field 

shou1 d dominate the surface di pol e fie1 d. Go1 dstein, Rosenbaum, and 

Albers (1974) and Mani (1974) utilized Ffowcs Williams' quadrupole 

formulation to produce actual prediction methods. In these methods the 

mean flow through the stator cascade was modeled as that due to a row 

of point vortices. Such an approximation is valid when the gust 

wavelength is long compared to the airfoil chord, but is inappropriate 

\'/hen the wavelength is small. In general, compact-source (or 10w

frequency) approximations can be used to model Lighthi1l's stress 

tensor when the disturbance wavelength is long compared to the airfoil 

chord (and the size of any source region away from the airfoil.) When 

the gust wavelength is short compared to the chord, i.e. in the high

frequency case, modeling in the acoustic analogy becomes much more 

4 



difficult. This is a serious drawback, since in modern aircraft engines 

many of the convected disturbances of interest are high frequency. 

An alternative to the acoustic analogy is to consider linear 

unsteady disturbances of the nonuniform steady flow past the airfoil. 

This approach is often called rapid distortion theory, since it accounts 

for the rapid distortion of the gust by the nonuniform mean flow but 

neglects the slower-acting (under certain restrictions) viscous and 

nonlinear effects. The mean flows are typically irrotational in 

practical contexts. The first application of rapid distortion theory to 

the study of airfoil-gust interactions was presented by Goldstein and 

Atassi (1976). Their analysis assumed an incompressible mean flow and 

is useful for determining the sound field in the low-frequency limit. 

Gol dstein (1978) 1 ater extended rapid distortion theory to 

include compressible mean flows. Goldstein's formulation requires the 

solution of a linear convected wave equation with a specified source 

term and boundary conditions. The equation has variable coefficients, 

which accounts in a natural way for the nonuniform medium of 

propagation. In contrast, nonuniform propagation effects in the 

acoustic analogy appear as distributed source terms of the constant

coefficient wave equation. 

Despite its linearity, Goldstein's equation is very difficult to 

solve. The variable coefficients and source term must in general be 

determined numerically. In order to obtain closed-form solutions, 

simplifications must be made. Kerschen and Balsa (1981) simplified the 

equations considerably by assuming the mean flow to be two-dimensional. 
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However, numerical methods are still required to evaluate the drift 

function (which will be defined later) appearing in the source term and 

boundary condition. When the mean flow is a small perturbation to a 

uniform flow, thin airfoil theory can be used to evaluate the drift 

function analytically. Kerschen and Myers (1986) simplified the 

equations of Kerschen and Balsa (1981) utilizing the small-perturbation 

mean-flow assumption. In the work of Kerschen and Myers, the mean

flow perturbation veiocity, which is O(a) relative to the uniform flow, 

is large compared to the 0(£) unsteady velocity. That is, £ « a « 1. 

An additional simplification arises in the high-frequency 

limit. In this case the boundary conditions at the airfoil leading and 

trailing edges can be satisfied iteratively. In the iterative scheme a 

leading-edge problem is first solved by assuming that the airfoil is 

infinite in the downstream direction. To correct the resulting error in 

the boundary condition along the wake, a trailing-edge problem is 

formulated in which the airfoil is infinite in the upstream direction. 

This correction gives the wrong boundary condition upstream of the 

airfoil, and another leading-edge problem arises to correct the 

upstream boundary condition. The scheme continues in this manner. For 

the case of a uni form mean flow, Landah 1 (1958) showed that the 

resulting series converges for all disturbance wavelengths. The high

frequency approximation has been developed for the case of a uniform 

mean flow by Adamczyk (1974), Amiet (1975,1976), and Martinez and 

Widnall (1980). Amiet (1976) showed that the unsteady lift on the 

airfoil is predicted to within ten percent accuracy by the first term in 
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the series, when the ratio of airfoil chord to acoustic wavelength is 

just 1/4. When one includes two terms in the series, the accuracy is 

even better. 

In this dissertation we develop a closed-form asymptotic 

solution to Goldstein's equations, assuming a high-frequency gust and a 

mean flow which is two dimensional and nearly uniform. The small 

parameter representing the amount of mean loading on the airfoil, and 

the large parameter representing the ratio of the airfoil chord to the 

disturbance wavelength, are utilized in a singular-perturbation 

approach. The mean-flow Mach number is assumed to be 0(1) and 

subsonic. We concentrate on a zero-thickness, isolated airfoil and 

indicate how the analysis can be extended to account for thickness and 

cascade effects. 

In the following chapter we present Goldstein's equations and 

derive the simplified form of them for a two-dimensional, small

perturbation mean flow. In Chapter 3 the disturbance equations are 

solved for the case of a flat plate airfoil at a small incidence angle 

to the uniform stream. Chapter 4 extends the results to include 

airfoils with camber. Chapter 5 consists of a series of parametric 

studies on the formulas obtained in Chapters 3 and 4. Results of the 

parametric studies will be given in the form of acoustic power 

calculations and pressure directivity plots. In Chapter 6 we outline 

the future work requi red to extend our work into a compl ete noise 

prediction model. Chapter 6 also summarizes the conclusions of 

previous chapters, particularly those of Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DERIVATION OF THE DISTURBANCE EQUATIONS 

In this chapter we review the derivation of the equations in 

Goldstein's rapid distortion theory. We also examine transformations of 

the equations under several simplifying assumptions. 

Gol dstein' s rapid distortion theory is concerned with the 

description of small-amplitude disturbances to a steady, compressible 

potential flow around an obstacl e. The disturbances originate far 

upstream from the obstacl e, where the mean flow is assumed to be 

uniform. Kovasznay (1953) described, and Gol dstei n (1978) recently 

reviewed, the nature of unsteady small-amplitude disturbances that may 

be imposed on a uniform flow. There are three types of disturbances: 

vorticity waves, acoustic waves, and entropy waves. Each of the three 

components to the unsteady motion is a solution of the governing 

equations and can be imposed independently of the others. We summarize 

the disturbances now. 

The velocity field for the unsteady flow can be divided into 

two parts. The first part, often called a gust, is purely convected or 

"frozen in the flow". It has zero divergence and there are no pressure 

fl uctuations associated with it. All of the fl uid rotation or 

vorticity is associated with this field; hence it is often referred to 

as the vortical velocity. The second part is an irrotational field 

which contains pressure fluctuations, and for compressible flows is an 
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acoustic wave. The acoustic wave propagates at the speed of sound 

relative to the fluid. 

In addition to the unsteady velocity, entropy fluctuations may 

be imposed on the flow. The entropy fluctuations are decoupled from 

the velocity and pressure but do produce density fluctuations. The 

entropy fluctuations are convected at the mean-flow speed, i.e, they 

are also "frozen in the fluid". The unsteadiness of all the 

disturbances is observed in the obstacle reference frame; the two 

convected fields will of course appear steady in a frame moving at the 

mean-fl ow speed. 

Any acoustic waves present far upstream must be incoming 

waves, si nce waves generated near the obstacl e decay to zero at 

infinity. Since we are interested in sound generation rather than 

scattering, we do not consider any incident acoustic waves. We impose 

convected vortical and entropic disturbances far upstream, which become 

distorted as they convect downstream due to the nonuniform mean flow 

around the obstacle. Calculation of the sound field generated by the 

interaction of the disturbances with the mean flow and the boundary is 

the main objective of this dissertation. 

We now derive Goldstein's equation in a general form, without 

specifying the obstacle or making any assumptions about the convected 

disturbance. In Chapters 3 and 4 the obstacle and gust will be further 

specifi ed. The aS5umpti ons we make here are that the fl uid is an 

inviscid, non-heat-conducting, perfect gas. For most aeronautical 

applications, where the mean flow and turbulence Reynold's numbers are 

large, and the fluid is air, these assumptions are well justified. 
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The analysis begins with the inviscid equations of motion, which 

are 

(momentum) 
DU 

P Dt = -Vp (2.1a) 

(continuity) Dp -
Dt + p v·U = 0 (2.1b) 

(energy) DS 
Dt = 0 , (2.1c) 

where ~t = a~ + U·v (2.1d) 

Here p is the density, p the pressure, U the velocity, and S the entropy 

of the fluid. Overbars denote vectors. The foll owing expression, 

which is a consequence of the perfect-gas equation of state (p = pRT) 

and the first law of thermodynamics, will also be utilized 

The subscripts 1 and 2 denote two thermodynamic states. The specific 

heats at constant volume and constant pressure, Cv and cp' are assumed 

constant. 

At upstream infinity the velocity and entropy fields have the 

form 

(2.2a) 

S = Sl..,(xt) 

with 
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u l oo 
= Uoo and 

S 100 

= O( €) Cp , €« 1 (2.2c) 

Here the scalar velocities denote the magnitude of the vector 

quantities. Under the condition (2.2c), we anticipate a solution to Eqs. 

(2.1a,b,c) of the form 

u = Uo(X) + ul (X,t) p = Po(X) + pl(X,t) (2.3a,b) 

p = poCx) + pl(X,t) S = SI(X,t) (2.3c,d) 

with the unsteady quantities, denoted by primes, much smaller than the 

steady ones. The mean flow is the steady but nonuniform flow around 

the obstacle one would obtain if uloo and Sloo were zero. The entropy 

for the mean flow is everywhere equal to a constant, which we take to 

be zero. Since viscosity is ignored and the steady flow at upstream 

infinity is assumed uniform, the mean flow is irrotational. The mean 

velocity can be expressed as the gradient of a potential function; we 

will utilize this property below and in Chapters 3 and 4. 

Inserting Eqs. (2.3) into (2.1), neglecting squares of unsteady 

terms, and subtracting out the mean-flow equations, Goldstein obtained 

after several subsequent manipulations a set of linearized disturbance 

equations. (The states used in Eq. (2.1e) are the actual state and the 

mean-flow state.) The results are: 

(2.4a) 

ul = Vi + VG I (2.4b) 
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where 

with 

Sl -k 
Vi = ~ 'ITo + v 

P 

-k 
Dov -k 
-- + V .v'ITo = 0 Dt 

and the potential GI satisfies 

1..V.{ poVG 1
} = 

Po 
1 {-I} -v· pov 
Po 

The quantity ao is the speed of sound for the mean flow. The 

substantial derivative is with respect to the mean flow, i.e., 

DO a 
TIt = at + "ITo • v 

The pressure is obtained from the relation 

pi DoG I 

= - p0-nt 

and the density is related to the pressure and entropy by 

pi 1/ 2 = P ao -

The appropriate boundary condition on the body surface is 

n· vG I = - n°VI 

12 

{2.4c} 

{2.4d} 

{2.4e} 

(2.4f) 

{2.4g} 

{2.4h} 

{2.4i} 

where n is the normal to the surface. The radiation or outgoing wave 

condition applies at infinity. 



Go1dstein l s velocity decomposition (2.4b) does not correspond to 

the classical decomposition of a vector field into solenoidal and 

irrotationa1 parts, since in general 'VI is not divergence free. We will 

find that Vi represents a velocity field convected at the local mean

flow speed, having the gust at upstream infinity as its initial 

condition. The acoustic field is contained in the potential GI
• One can 

begin to see the nature of the sound field produced in gust-airfoil 

interactions by examining Eqs. (2.4). One mechanism for sound 

generation is the interaction of the gust Vi with the boundary, as 

described by the boundary condition (2.4i). Another mechanism is the 

source term of the wave equation (2.4e). A volume source is produced 

in the f1 uid whenever there are significant changes in the momentum 

f1 ux Pov l associated with the convected disturbance. (Though, as we 

shall see, the source term does not always produce sound.) The sound 

generated propagates ina nonuniform medium as evidenced by the 

variable coefficients in Eq. (2.4e). 

Equations (2.4a) and (2.4d), being first-order partial 

differential equations, can be solved by the method of characteristics. 

We will give the solution below. Equation (2.4e), however, is much more 

difficult to sol vee Under general circumstances even the mean-flow 

quantities comprising the variable coefficients have to be determined 

numerically. In order to obtain an analytical solution, it is worth 

making some simplifying assumptions. 

The assumption of two-dimensional mean flow produces 

significant simplifications. We consider a two-dimensional mean flow 

with Uo,i = UO,i(Xl,X2)' i = 1,2, and UO,3 = O. Since the vorticity and 
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entropy fluctuations are convected along the mean-flow streamlines, it 

is convenient to introduce as orthogonal coordinates in the (Xl,X2) plane 

the variables (~,~), which are variations of the velocity potential and 

the stream function of the mean flow. The appropriate coordinate 

metrics are 

h~ = 1/Uo , (2.5). 

2 M2 _ where 1300 = 1 - 00 and Moo - Uoo/a oo is the mean-flow Mach number at 

infinity. The 1300 in the metric corresponds to a Prandtl-Glauert 

transformation, i.e., 

, (2.6) 

where ~o and ~o are the actual mean-flow potential and streamfunction. 

The Prandtl-Glauert transformation will produce the final equation in 

canonical form. All of the analysis in the dissertation \-,ill be 

performed in the Prandtl-Glauert transformed, potential-streamline 

coordinates (~,~). The final results will be transformed back into 

physical Cartesian coordinates for interpretation. Because we wish to 

allow the gust to be three-dimensional, we introduce the variable 

x = Uoo x3 as our third coordinate, where x3 is the standard Cartesian 

coordinate. The factor of Uoo is for dimensional consistency with the 

other coordinates. The metric for x is 1/Uoo• In (~,~,x) space the 

substantial derivative becomes Do/Dt = a/at + u~a/a~. 

Since the governing equations are linear, and the mean flow is 

uniform far upstream, an arbitrary upstream disturbance can be 
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represented as a superposition of harmonic waves. Hence we consider 

vortical and entropic disturbances having the foll owing form far 

upstream 

= • (2.7a) 

The quantities (At,AnAg) and (kt,kn,kg) are the velocity-amplitude and 

wavevector components in (~,w,x) space. Far upstream where the flow 

is uniform the (~,w,x) direction vectors coincide with the standard 

Cartesian unit vectors. Under uniform-mean-flow conditions Vi is 

solenoidal, so the wavevector and velocity components must satisfy the 

relation 

(2.7b) 

That is, the gust is a transverse wave. The factor 1300 arising in (2.7b) 

comes from the metric hw ( see (2.5) ) utilized in taking the 

divergence. 

Equation (2.7a) is the initial condition for the equations 

(2.4a,d) governing the convected quantities. Kerschen and Balsa (1981) 

derived the solution to these equations in the (cjl,w,x) coordinate 

system. Separati ng Eq. (2.4d) into its three components, integrati ng 

the resulting first-order partial differential equations, and enforcing 

Eq. (2.7a), they showed that 
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(2.8a) 

(2.8b) 

(2.8c) 

(2.8d) 

Sl = 2cp B eio (2.8e) 

where 

At = At - B 

and 

Ijl 

g(~,,p) = I [uYua(t,,p) - 1 ] dt 
-00 

(2.8f) 

The function g(Ijl,~) is Lighthillis Drift function, which represents the 

cumulative distortion of fluid material lines relative to uniform 

convection at speed Uoo • 

We next simplify the wave equation (2.4e) for GI
, which at this 

point is the only remaining unknown. Because the mean flow and body 

shape are independent of the spanwise coordinate and time, we can 

factor the X and t dependence out of Eqs. (2.4). Setting 

Sl = s e i ( kg X - kt U;t (2.9a) 

-v I - (v V ) i ( kg X - kt U; t - t, n,Vg e (2.9b) 
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G1 = G ei ( k3 x - kt U;t ) (2.9c) 

we obtain the following transformation of Eq. (2.4e): 

2i kd U&,) aG 
a~ afjl 

U&'[ ktU&, k~ a ] 
+ % ur - Mfi - 2ikt afjl (1 ogao) G 

(2.9d) 

where Mo is the local Mach number of the mean flow and 8~ = (1 - M~). 

For a compressible flow, the mean-flow quantities which appear 

in Eq. (2.9d) must still be determined numerically, which precludes any 

possiblity of an analytical solution for G. Closed-form approximations 

for these quantities can be obtained with the further assumption that 

the mean flow is a small perturbation to a uniform flow. We require 

that the mean-flow perturbation ( say O(a) ) is much larger than the 

O( E) unsteady disturbances. The small-perturbation, perfect-gas 

relations for the mean flow are derived in Appendix A. We quote the 

results here 

Uo/U"" = 1 + q where q = O( a) (2.10a) 

~ = 1 + (1 + .Y.:..!.M!) q (2.10b,c) M",,-2-

Po = 1 - M&' q (2.10d,e) 
P"" 
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Here y is the ratio of the specific heats, cp/cv• The function q(~J~) 

appearing in each relation is the O(a) perturbation to the normalized 

mean flow speed. As shown in Appendix A, it can be easily obtained in 

the complex variable formulation from the relation, 

(2.11a) 

where 

z = ~ (2.11b) Uoo 

and F is the perturbation complex potential. The potential F is 

described in detail in Appendix A. The harmonic conjugate of q, ~, is 

1/600 times the mean flow angle relative to the uniform flow at upsteam 

i nfi nity. 

Using Eqs. (2.10) in Eq. (2.9d), making the following generalized 

Miles transformation, 

h = G exp(i ktM~4>/ 6~) exp( -M&R) (2.12a) 

= G exp(iktM~4>/6£) [1 - M&R + 0(a2)] 

and neglecting terms of 0(a2), we obtain after a considerable amount of 

manipul ation 
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(Y+l)~[ q[~~~ + 2;o~~ + (W2+02)h] - ~[~~ - ;Oh] ] = S(~.",) e;n 

(2.12b) 

where 

o = kt/8! 

and 

(2.12c) 

For a small-perturbation mean flow, Eq. (2.8f) for the Drift function 

reduces to 
</> 

9 = - 2 I q(y.~) dy 
-co 

as one can see by expanding U~U~ = 1/(l+q)2. In terms of the compl ex 

potential this result becomes 

19 

g ( </>,1/1) = - 2 Re { F (z) } (2.12d) .. 

where F(z) is the complex potential for the perturbation mean flow. 

The arbitrary constant in F(z) is chosen such that the Drift function 

vanishes at upstream infinity. The transformed boundary condition is 



where $ = $0 on the body surface and the range of ~ corresponds to the 

body length in the (~,$) plane. 

Eqs. (12) represent the final form of our governing equations 

for the modified unsteady-disturbance potential h(~,$). All of the 

information about the sound field generated in gust-airfoil interactions 

will be obtained from simple operations on h(~,$). To retain the 

advantages of a closed-form solution, in the next chapter we study the 

geometrically-simple case of a flat-plate airfoil at small incidence 

angle to the uniform stream at infinity. The gust wavelength is 

assumed short compared to the airfoil chord. In Chapter 4 the results 

of Chapter 3 are extended to include dirfoils with camber. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ANALYSIS FOR A FLAT PLATE 

In this chapter the general results of Chapter 2 are applied to 

the following specific problem. We consider a flat plate of length 2b 

at mean incidence angl e a to a uniform stream, interacting with a 

convected di sturbance whose wavelength A is short compared to the 

airfoil chord. The leading edge of the airfoil is located at the origin 

in the (xl,x2) plane. The problem is illustrated in Fig. (3.1). To solve 

Eqs. (2.12) for the modified acoustic potential h, we utilize the small-

incidence angle and high-frequency assumptions in a perturbation 

method. To properly assess the magnitudes of the various quantities, 

we nondimensionalize all of our variables. The following list provides 

the relation between the previous variables and the new, nondimensional 

variables, which are superscripted by a dagger: 

x = b UQ) xt (3.1a,b,c) 

(3.1d) 

(3.1e) 

A set of nondimensional equations results by inserting Eqs. (3.1) into 

(2.12). The equations, with the daggers omitted from the variables for 

ease in writing, are 
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Fig. 3.1 

------~~--------~------------------~ Xl 

Fl at-pl ate airfoil at incidence angl e encountering a hi gh
frequency convected disturbance. 
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, (3.2a) 

where 

(3.2b) 

and 

(3.2c) 

The constant k appearing in the nondimensionalized equations is the 

high-frequency parameter, defined by 

The boundary condition is 

k = 2 1T b -A-

(3.2d) 

It is applied on the surface tJi = tJio. The precise location of the 

airfoil in the (~,tJi) plane will be given below. The definitions of the 

wavenumbers wand 0, which appear throughout Eqs. (3.2), are repeated 

here for completeness: 
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Essentially, w is the wavenumber of the acoustic wave and li the 

wavenumber of the convected wave. 

The flow speed q, flow angle )J, and drift function g are 

obtained from the perturbation complex potential for the flow around 

the flat plate. The potential, which is obtained in Appendix A, is 

F(z) = !: [109(Z-l+/Z(Z-2)) + z - Iz(z-2) - in] (3.3a) 

where z = ~ + i~. The arbitrary constant in F is chosen so that the 

drift function vanishes at upstream infinity. The expression for the 

drift function ( Eq. (2.12d) ) is 

g(~,~) = - 2 Re { F(z) } • (3.3b) 

The complex velocity is given by 

(3.3c) 

The location of the airfoil in (~,~) space can also be obtained from 

Eq. (3.3a). The Cartesian coordinates (Xl,X2), nondimensionalized by the 

semi-chord b, are related to the potent~~l-streamline coordinates (~,~) 

(see Appendix A) by 

z = t; + F(t;) + O(a2) (3.4a) 
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where ~ = xl + ia~x2. Upon inserting the coordinates for the airfoil in 

physical space, 0 < Xl < 2, x2 = 0, into (3.4a), we have the airfoil 

location in (~,$) coordinates: 

o < ~ < 2±a1T/a~ (3.4b) 

The plus sign applies above the airfoil and the minus sign below. The 

location of the trailing edge is different above and below the airfoil 

due to the net circulation. The boundary condition (3.2d) is applied on 

the surface described by Eq. (3.4b) 

Equations (3.2) through (3.4) provide the framework for an 

analytical study of the problem shown in Fig. (3.1). All of the 

variable coefficients in the differential equation and boundary 

condition have been obtained in closed form. The source term is also 

known analytically. The advantage of using (~,$) coordinates appears in 

the boundary condition - the condition is applied at a constant value of 

one of the coordinates. A slight disadvantage of using (~,$) 

coordinates has also emerged. This is the fact that the trailing edge 

is located at two separate locations. As a final word on the governing 

equations, we point out that while the large parameter k has been 

explicitly extracted from the quantities, the small parameter a has 

not. This choice will prove advantageous in the analysis of the 

cambered airfoil, where several small parameters emerge u Hence, in 

analyzing the above equations we remember that q, ~, g, and F are all 

O(a). 
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We now develop an asymptotic solution to Eqs. (3.2) for small a 

and large k, with ak = 0(1). The asymptotic expansion has a singular

perturbation nature, and involves four different regions as illustrated 

in Fig. (3.2). The appropriate length scale in the local regions near 

the airfoil leading and trailing edges is the disturbance wavelength. 

Since we assume that Moo is 0(1), the convective and acoustic 

wave 1 engths have the same order of magnitude. In the outer region 

away from the airfoil leading and trailing edges, the mean flow varies 

slowly compared to the disturbance wavelength and the solution has a 

multiple-scales or geometric-acoustics form. However, in a region of 

small angular extent downstream of the airfoil, the assumption of a 

slowly-varying amplitude and rapidly-varying phase becomes invalid. 

The trailing-edge geometric-acoustics solution becomes singular in this 

"transition" region, which is analogous to the transition region between 

illuminated and shadow regions in the corresponding optical problem. 

In the ~ direction, the transition solution has the same multiple-scales 

behavior as in the outer region, i.e. it depends on both ~ and k~, but 

in the ~ direction the dependence enters as 'f$. A similarity solution 

will be developed in the transition region. 

The condition a2k « 1, satisfied by assuming ak = 0(1), is 

utilized in the analysis. For a flat-plate airfoil, the shift in mean

flow stagnation point is 0(a2b). Thus, the assumption a2k « 1 implies 

that the shift of the mean-flow stagnation point is small compared to 

the disturbance wavelength. In practical terms, wavelengths so small 

that this assumption is violated probably do not contribute much to the 
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Local lead; ng
Edge Region 
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sound field. For a2k « 1, the mean-flow gradients are small when 

expressed in local-leading-edge coordinates. This property is utilized 

in developing the solution in the leading-edge region. 

The following sections present the details of the analysis in 

the various regions. Throughout the chapter, upper-case letters will 

be used for local (leading- or trailing-edge) coordinates, potentials, 

and pressures. Lower case letters will be used in the outer region. 

The unsubscripted independent variables are referenced from the leading 

edge. Additional subscripted variables, both dependent and independent, 

will be defined in the course of the analysis. 

3.1 Local Leading-Edge Region 

In the local-leading-edge region, we introduce local 

coordinates, (~,~), which scale on the disturbance wavelength and have 

their origin at the leading edge. The local coordinates are 

~ = k 1/1 z = ~ + i~ = R eie 

The expansions of the mean-flow quantities in local coordinates, 

obtained from Eqs. (3.3), are 

a If f2 
R-l/2 (cos~ - iSin~) q - ill '" Boo 

(3.5a) 

4 f2 a 
Rl/2 cos~ g '" -

Boo If 2 (3.5b) 
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Utilizing these results in Eqs. {3.2}, and writing the differential 

operators in local variables, we find that the asymptotic expansion in 

the leading-edge region has the form 

The terms Hl and H2 are of equal importance, but have been separated 

because they represent different physical effects. Hl contains the 

effects of the modified boundary conditions on the airfoil surface and 

the variations in mean-flow velocity and sound speed. H2 arises from 

the volume source term, {3.2b}. As we will show later, H2 also arises 

in an acoustic-analogy approach in the local-leading-edge region, using 

the volume quadrupoles as the source in Lighthill's equation. 

In 1 eading-edge coordinates the ai rfoi 1 body appears semi

infinite. The solutions are developed using Fourier transform 

techniques. In several instances the Wiener-Hopf technique must be 

utilized to obtain solutions to mixed boundary-value problems. To 

determine the noise radiated to the farfield, the important feature of 

these local solutions is their asymptotic behavior at distances many 

disturbance wavelengths away from the leading edge. We follow Van 

Dyke's {Van Dyke, 1975} matching rule, which involves expansion of the 

local solutions in outer coordinates. This asymptotic behavior is 

determined by the method of steepest descent. 
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3.1.1 Solution for Ho 

The first term Ho of the leading-edge solution satisfies the 

equations for the case of zero incidence angl e. Here the noise 

generation is due solely to the blocking by the airfoil of the 

undistorted vortical-velocity component normal to the body surface. 

The governing equations are 

D(Ho) = 0 (3.7a) 

aHo 
Ilf=0,4I>U 

A io41 n e 
a'i' = - SCO (3.7b) 

where 

D = a2 
+ a2 

+ w2 
ai2 a'i'2 (3.7c) 

Since the airfoil appears locally semi-infinite, the boundary condition 

is applied on the half-plane ~ > O. 

The radiation condition is satisfied by assuming that w has a 

small pas~tive imaginary part. We assume that 0 has a small positive 

imaginary part to assure convergence in eval uating the Fourier 

transform of Eq. (3.7b). Equations (3.7) can be solved by the Wiener

Hopf technique. In the Wiener-Hopf technique, the boundary data for ~ < 

o and ~ > 0 are transformed and combined into a single equation. This 

equation is arranged with functions (some known, some unknown) analytic 

in the upper-half plane on one side of the equality and terms analytic 

in the lower half-plane on the other. The two sides of the equation 
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are equivalent on a strip in the transform plane, and therefore are 

analytic continuations of each other. The entire function formed by 

the two sides is uniquely determined by an edge condition. Typically, 

the entire function is shown to be bounded (using the edge condition), 

and hence by Liouville's theorem it is a constant. Once the entire 

function is known, the unknown functions on the left and right sides of 

the Wiener-Hopf equation, and hence the solution to the mixed boundary-

val ue probl em, can be determined. The detail s of the Wiener-Hopf 

argument, which utilize Fig. (3.3), are as follows. 

We apply a Fourier transform on ~, sol ve the resulting ordinary 

differential equation in terms of an unknown function of the transform 

variable, and write the inversion integral as 

co 

Ho = sgn'!' j C( ,,) e-i >.~ - I 'i' I v'J.2_ W2 d" 
';2; -00 

(3.8a) 

The sgn'!' function is necessary to satisfy the requirement that aHo/a'!' 

be continuous across '!' = O. To sol ve for C(>.) we utilize two 

conditions on '!' = 0, one for ~ < 0 and another for ~ > O. For ~ < 0 

continuity of the potential Ho is imposed, i.e., 

for ~ < 0 (3.8b) 

We utilize condition (3.8b) by taking the Fourier transform of the jump 

in potential across'!' = O. Since IlHo is 0 for ~ < 0, its Fourier 

transform is analytic in the upper hal f-pl ane. But from Eq. (3.8a), the 

Fourier transform of IlHo is just 2 C(>.). Hence C(>.) is analytic in the 
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upper half-plane, and we rename it C+(A). The boundary condition 

enters as follows. Define a function u(~) by 

u( "') - aHo f 0 
'II - a'!' or ~ < 

= 0 for ~ > 0 • (3.8c) 

The Fourier transform of the normal velocity on '!' = 0 is 

(3.8d) 

where U_(A) is the Fourier transform of u(~). The analyticity of U_(A) 

in the lower hal f-pl ane results from Eq. (3.8c). Another expression 

for the Fourier transform of aHo/a'!' on '!' = 0 is obtained by 

differentiating (3.8a) through the integral sign and setting'!' = O. 

Equating the result with Eq. (3.8d), we have 

(3.8e) 

or 

An i 
(3.8f) 
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The last term can be easily split into terms analytic in the upper and 

lower half-planes by adding and subtracting the pole. Proceeding in 

this manner and rearranging the terms in (3.8f), we obtain 

= ---
[ 

1 i] 
(A+o) {>..-w (>..+o) {o+w -

(3.8g) 

The two sides of Eq. (3.8g) are equal on the strip 

-Im{w} < Im{>..} < Im{w}. Hence, they are analytic continuations of each 

other and form an entire function. From the edge condition we will 

find that this entire function is bounded and therefore constant by 

Liouville's theorem. 

The edge condition we require is that the velocity have at most 

an R-l/2 singularity as R+O. (This singularity comes from the most 

singular eigenfunction that has an integrable velocity.) In terms of 

the potential, the behavior should be Rl/2 locally. Hence the transform 

U_ should decay as >..-1/2, and C+ as >..-3/2 (see Noble (1958)). Utilizing 

these results, it is easily seen that both sides of (3.8g) approach 0 as 

I/>.. as >.. + =. Thus, the entire function defined by (3.8g) must be 

identically O. Hence, 
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and 

where 

An s9n $ r -co 

ea(A,~,l¥) dA 

(A + 6) 'A + w 

a(A,~,l¥) = i A ~ - 111' 1 , A 2 - w2 

, (3.9a) 

• (3.9b) 

The pole corresponds to local hydrodynamic motion near the plate which 

does not radiate sound. The acoustic wave contributions are related to 

the branch points. 

The asymptotic matching with the outer sol ution requi res the 

expansion of Eq. (3.9) in outer coordinates. For convenience we use the 

polar form, with 

r = '$2+$2 = R/k and a = arctan ~ = arctan : 

The method of steepest descent, which is outlined in Appendix B, can be 

utilized to obtain the asymptotic expansion for large k. The exponent 

a(A) contains a saddle point at AO = - W cos a, and after a 

transformation to the steepest-descent path (drawn in Appendix B), we 

obtain 
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, (3.1Ua) 

where 

-in-
An e T cos~ 

- -
/ 1T ( 15+ W ) (15 - w cos e) 13 m 

(3.10b) 

The formal matching process will be carried out after the outer 

solution is derived. 

3.1.2 Solution for HI 

The function HI accounts for all O(aik) terms in the local-

leading-edge region, except those arising from the volume source terms 

in Eq. (3.2a,b). The governing equations are: 

e (y+1)M~1"2' R-I/2 cos ~ 
= 23/ 2 W2 13m R-I/2 cos -2 Ho - 3 

13m 

[
a2HO aHo J (y+1)M~ R-3/2COS ~ [H J 

X ~ + 2i 15 ... '" + (w2+152) Ho + a ... 0 - i 15 Ho 
a'¥ a'll 12 B! a4' 

(3.lla) 

(3.llb) 

where D is the Hel mholtz operator of (3.7c). The source term in 

Eq. (3.lla), as well as the first term on the right-hand side of the 



boundary condition, represent the effect of mean-flow variations on the 

acoustic propagation. (The first term in the boundary condition results 

from the factor e-M~ in the transformation from G to h. This term 

removes several first-order derivatives in the wave operator and in 

essence transforms some nonuniform-propagation effects from the 

operator to the boundary condition.) The second term in the boundary 

conditi on represents the phase di storti on of the convected velocity 

disturbance by the local flow around the leading edge. 

The source term in Eq. (3.11a) contains Ho, which is known only 

in the form of a Fourier transform. However, we note that the source 

term is the sum of products of harmonic functions with solutions to the 

Helmholtz equation. This property can be exploited to determine a 

particular solution in the following way. First we evaluate the 

derivatives of Ho appearing in the source terms by differentiating under 

the integral sign. The source terms are then products of harmonic 

functions and integrals of the form f S(A) ea(A'~'~) dA. Now consider 

a function of the form 

(3.11c) 

where f is harmonic and a is given by (3.9b). Applying the operator 

D to this function, we obtain 

(3.11d) 
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The proper combinations of choices for the functions f(~, 'i') and C( A) 

will produce a particular solution to (3.lla). 

For example, to obtain a particular solution for the terms 

containing R-l/2 cos ~, we utilize the functions 

and • 

According to (3.llc), we try a particular solution of the form 

Equation (3.lld) then gives 

38 

+ i sin~ R-l/2 f AC1( A)ea d A - S9; Ii' R-l/2 cos~ f l-rz=wz C2( A)ea d A 

(3.lle) 

Equating the coefficients of R-l/2cos~ in Eqs. (3.lle) and (3.lla), and 

setting the coefficients of sin~ equal to z~-ro, we obtain a set of 

linear, algebraic equations for C1{A) and C2(A). A similar procedure 

determines the particular solution for the terms containing 

R-3/2 cos¥. The final result for the particular solution is: 



co 

An rz e I A(A+O} [1 (Y+l}M~] a(A,4>,1f) d 
HIP = - {ilR I cos-Z I (A+o)2 - 2s!w2 e A r.rr lo+w -co IA+w 

co 

e I - r 1 (Y+l}M~] a(A ~ 1f) 
+ IR sin2 -co (A+o}/A-w l (A+O)2 - 2S:!w2 e " dA 

(3.12a) 

This particular solution does not satisfy the no-flow boundary 

condition. The normal velocity on the plate is 

This term must be incorporated into the boundary condition (3.l1b) 

satisfied by the complementary solution. The complementary solution is 

a symmetric function of 1f which can be determined directy by Fourier 

transforms. The solution is 
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Since the integral representations for HIP and HIC also contain 

the phase a(A,~,'i'), the asymptotic expansions of HIP and HIC for large k 

are similar to the expansion for Ho. The results, written in the outer 

polar coordinates (r,e), are 

where 

HIP - -ii'2'i<"r cos~ 2B cow - 3 (o-wcose)2 Ho + O(k) (3.13a) [ 
(y+1)M~ ~ 1 

Bmw 

An i [ -=--_2...;;;.0 ---::-
iw(o-wcose) o-wcose 

, 

B~wcose + M~o-wcose) ] 
B!( o-wcos e) 

(3.13b) 

(3.13c) 

and Ho is the asymptoti c expansi on (3.10). 

The asymptotic expansion in (3.13a) results from the effect of 

mean-flow variations on the acoustic propagation, and is singular with 

respect to Ho as kr + co. This singular term will later be shown to 

match with the phase distortion calculated by geometric acoustics. The 

result in (3.13b) represents additional noise generation due to 

nonuniform mean-flow effects. The first part of the directivity (3.13c) 

represents the sound generated by the distortion of the gust by the 

mean flow. This term exists even for incompressible flow, where Mco 

and hence w tend to zero. In fact, it is apparently infinite in the 
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incompressible limit. This curious result will be revisited in Chapter 

5. The second term is a compressibility effect; it vanishes at low 

Mach number. This term represents additional sound generated by the 

scattering of the local acoustic fi el d by the mean-flow gradients. 

Since mean-flow gradients in the local-leading-edge region occur on the 

same scale as the acoustic wavelength ( for Mm = 0(1) ), scattering can 

produce additional sound. 

3.1.3 Solution for H2 

The function H2 accounts for the O(alk) volume source terms in 

the local-leading-edge region. The equations satisfied by H2 are 

(3.14a) 

aH2 I = 0 
a1jJ ~>O, 'l'=0 

(3.14b) 

where 

7: 2 3 
C3 = - 12At M;;Sm 

The source terms in Eq. (3.14a) bear a strong resemblance to the 

quadrupol e source terms in the acoustic-analogy model of Ffowcs 

Williams and Hawkings (1969b). We satisfy the no-flow boundary 
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conditi on on the ai rfoi 1 surface, and thus H2 also contai ns the 

scattering of the quadrupole field discussed by Ffowcs Williams and 

Hall (1970). The exact correspondence between our work and that of 

these authors will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

A particular solution for H2 is obtained by applying a double 

Fourier transform to Eq. (3.14a), followed by inversion on 1/J through 

contour integration. The result is, 

H2p 

(3.15a) 

where 

and 

hy ( A ,~, '¥) = -iA ~ - I '¥ I v' ( A + 15)( A + 15 I ) , (3.15b) 

fl(y) = [iC2-2C4(Y+C)](-c2+k~-wL2cy) + [Cl + 2iC3(y+c)J2ikn(y+c) , 

(3.15c) 

f 2(y} = [iC2-2C4(y+c)]2ikn(y+c) + [Cl+2iC3(Y+C)](-c2+k~-w2_2cy) , 

(3.15d) 
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(3.15e) 

Here 0' is assumed to have a small negative imaginary part as 

contrasted to the small positive imaginary part in o. The branch point 

at 0' has arisen from the complex representation of the absolute value 

function, i.e., IA+ol = 'A+O 'A+O'. The poles and branch points 

contained in Eq. (3.15a) are shown in Fig. (3.4). The phase hY(A,~,'¥) is 

IIhydrodynamic ll as opposed to the lIacoustic ll phase a(A,~,'¥) defined 

earlier. That is, the solution many wavelengths from the local region 

represents a traveling acoustic wave when the integral contains the 

phase a and hydrodynamic or convected motion when the phase is hy. The 

functions f1 and f2 are quadratic functions of their arguments whose 

coefficients depend on the gust characteristi cs and mean-flow Mach 

number far upstream. The constants Ci, i=1 ••• 4, were defined in 

Eq. (3.14c). 

It is interesting to note that the second part of Eq. (3.15a), 

with the phase a(A,~,,¥), is a solution to the homogeneous equation which 

serves to correct the edge condition at the leading edge. That is, in 

the absence of thi s homogeneous sol uti on the particul ar sol uti on 

asymptotically behaves like R-1/2 for small R, while with it the 

behavior is R1/2. The edge condition we impose on H2 is that it be no 

more singular than the zero-incidence solution Ho, which locally went 

as /{1/2. 
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The particular solution (3.15a) does not satisfy the no-flow 

boundary condition. To correct the boundary condition, we construct an 

additional complementary solution. The solution can be obtained by the 

Weiner-Hopf technique. The Weiner-Hopf procedure is nonstandard in this 

case because the vertical velocity aH2p !a1/J cannot be cal cul ated 

directly, i.e., the integral defining aH2p!alji cannot be evaluated in 

closed form. The details are given in Appendix C; here we present the 

final form of the solution: 

H
2C 

= _eilr / 4 {j 00 (A+0)f1(A) + iknf2(A+0) ea(A,\\i,'¥) dA 

8r;(02+k~) _00 {{A+o) (A2_W2) (1..-1..1) (1..-1..2) 

+ 

00 

+ sgn(j» j 
_00 

(1..2+0) f2(A2) + iknf 1(A2) 

(1.. 1-1..2) (1..-1..2) {A2-w {A2+ 0' 
+ 

(3.16) 

We now determi ne the asymptoti c expansi on of H2 in outer 

coordinates. The terms in H2 containing the acoustic phase a(A,\\i,'¥) can 

be expanded asymptotically by a saddle-point method. The phase 

hY(A,\\i,'¥) contains no saddle point, and the asymptotic expansion for the 

hydrodynamic terms is obtained by deforming the contour of integration 

onto two rays, along which the integral is endpoint dominated as 
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kr + 00. The details of 'the expansion techniques are discussed in 

Appendix B. The result is shown below: 

where 

= -i[(o-wcose)f1(-wcose) + iknf2(-wcose)] 

4/2w{ o2+k~)' o-wcos e (Al-wCOS e )(A2-wCOS e) 

(3.l7a) 

(3.l7b) 

The term in (3.l7a) containing the square brackets represents 

hydrodynamic motion; it matches with the particular solution in the 

outer region which is al so non-propagating. The second term of the 

expansion in (3.l7a) represents sound generated by the vol ume 

quadrupoles in the local-leading-edge region, and the scattering of this 

sound field by the sharp leading edge. 

We have now completely solved for the first-order ( O(a/k) ) 

correction to the acoustic field in the local leading-edge region. The 

overall structure of our asymptotic series may be seen at this point 
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(with a little anticipation). We will retain the 0(1) and O(a/k) 

leading-edge field, as well as the 0(1//k) trailing-edge field produced 

by the scattering of the 0(1) leading-edge field. Effects of size 

O(a, a2k, l/k) will be neglected. In solving for the fast-varying phase 

in the outer region, however, we must retain O(a) terms since they are 

multipl ied by the 1 arge parameter k and the net result is an O( ak) 

phase variation. We assume ak = 0(1). 

Many effects not present for an airfoil at zero incidence have 

been uncovered by the analysis thus far. These include variations in 

the mean-flow convection-velocity and sound-speed, and mOdified 

boundary conditions, which are contained in HI. In addition, the sound 

generated by the interaction of the convected disturbance with the 

nonuniform mean flow is contained in H2• To understand how these 

effects propagate to the farfield, we now analyze the outer region. 

3.2 Outer Region 

In the outer region, the mean flow varies on the length scale 

of the airfoil chord, which is large compared to the disturbance 

wavelength. Thus, in this region we expect a multiple-scales type 

solution. The correct nondimensional equations are Eqs. (3.2), i.e., no 

rescaling is required. 

The solution in the outer region consists of four parts, which 

we write as 

h = hp + he + h1 + ht 
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The term hp is a particular solution generated by the volume source 

term in Eq. (3.2a). This particular solution does not satisfy the 

boundary condition on the airfoil surface, and thus a complementary 

solution hc is required. The additional contributions h£ and ht are 

necessary to account for the propagation into the outer region of the 

acoustic waves generated at the airfoil leading and trailing edges. 

We solve first for hp• In the source term of equation (3.2b), 

the phase kn varies rapidly compared to the amplitude S(t,$). Thus it 

is natural to seek a particular solution that also contains this rapidly 

varying phase. Noting that the derivatives of the phase dominate those 

with respect to the amplitude, the following particular solution is 

easily found. 

• (3.18) 

The velocity fluctuations due to this solution are O(a) ( recall that S 

is O(a)). In constract, the pressure fluctuations are O(~), since the 

pressure is obtained by taking the convective derivative and (3.18) 

contains a convective phase. Hence, only derivatives of the slowly-

varying amplitude contribute to the pressure field. 

The velocity normal to the body surface associated with the 

particular solution in (3.18) is 
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The velocity associated with the complementary solution hc must cancel 

both this velocity and the gust velocity in Eq. (3.2d). 

where 

J(cp) 
An 2cxAt = -- + -- + 
Soo Boo 

iknS(cp,O) 
w2-o2_k~ 

That is, 

(3.19a) 

The complementary solution can also be easily derived by taking 

advantage of the fact that the derivatives with respect to the phase 

dominate those with respect to the amplitude. The result is 

(3.19b) 

where 

The solution applies for ° < cp < 2. However, we will find in the local

trailing-edge analysis that hc can be continued into the wake region, 

where cp > 2. Note that hc is exponentially small except when 

1/J = O(1/k), i.e., very near the body (or wake). 

The characteristics of hc are similar to those of hp• Both con

tain the phase kG which also appears in the vortical velocity Vi. Thus, 

although the disturbances corresponding to hp and hc are irrotational, 

these disturbances convect with the mean flow and are not sound waves. 
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Having found an outer particular solution which satisfies the 

boundary condition yet produces no sound waves, we conclude that all of 

the noise is generated in the local-leading-edge and local-trailing-edge 

regions. We have already investigated how sound is generated in the 

local-leading-edge region. The trailing edge produces additional sound 

by scattering acoustic waves produced at the leading edge, as we shall 

see shortly. The propagation of this locally-generated sound into the 

outer region is represented by the remaining outer solutions h~ and ht. 

The large parameter k multiplies w in the governing 

equation (3.2a); hence we expect that the solutions h~ and ht will have 

a geometric-acoustics form. That is, the phase of the solutions will 

vary rapidly compared to the amplitude and the acoustic fields can be 

well described by rays. The rays emanate from the leading and trailing 

edges. We first concentrate on the leading-edge ray field. 

3.2.1 Leading-Edge Ray Field 

The asymptotic expansions of the local-leading-edge solutions 

in outer coordinates contained cylindrical acoustic waves emanating 

from the airfoil leading edge. We now develop the outer solution h~ 

corresponding to these acoustic waves. The analysis utilizes the polar 

form (r,e) of the outer coordinates (~,~). Substituting the form 

(3.20) 

appropriate for geometric acoustics into Eq. (3.2a), and separating 

orders of k, we find the following variable-coefficient eikonal equation 

for a~: 
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+ q[2W2S; + (Y+1)M..,I+[(a
O

R.)2 + 215
aO

R. _ 152 _ w21] = 0 (3.21) S; a1jJ alP J • 

It is natural to seek a perturbation series in a as a solution to 

(3.21), i.e., a sol ution of the form 

, (3.22) 

where 00R. is 0(1) and 0lR. is O(a). The leading term is 

00R. = wr , 

the cylindrical wave phase appropriate for a flat plate at zero 

incidence. Inserting (3.22) into (3.21), we obtain the following 

equation for the first-order correction to the phase in the outer 

region: 

aolJl. [ 2 (y+1)M~ ] 
2wa;::- + q 2w2S.., - S..,2 (15-wcose)2 = U (3.23) 

This equation can be easily integrated, with the result 

[ 
1+ J I r 2 (y+1)M.., I I 

0u = -S..,w + 2 (15-wcose)2 q(r ,S)dr 
2S;W 0 

(3.24) 



The function 91(e) will be found to be zero in the matching with the 

local-leading-edge solution. The bracketed quantity appears repeatedly 

in our leading- and trailing-edge ray analysis. For convenience in 

future calculations, we set 

V(e) 
(y+1)M~ 

= -S~ + 2 (o-wcose)2 
2Soow 

(3.25) 

Equation (3.24) can be expressed in a more convenient form by utilizing 

the fact that the perturbation speed q is the real part of an analytic 

function: 

lo

r 

q(r',e)dr' 

r 

= Re t z 

(q-i.jdr' = Re e-ie t (q-ip)dz ' 

where F is the complex potential for the mean perturbation flow and 

the arbitrary constant in F is chosen so that F(O) = O. It turns out 

that, to O(a) accuracy, the constant utilized in Eq. (3.3a) is also 

appropriate here. The O(a) phase distortion can be written as 

(3.26) 

where F is given by Eq. (3.3a). The expansion of 01~ for r » 1 will be 

required to determine the farfield solution. For r » 1, Eq. (3.26) 

becomes 

au.'" a~(:) (sine(1+log2r) - (e-lT)cose) + O(~). (3.27) 
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The phase distortion au is discontinuous across 1jJ=O due to the 

differences in convection and sound speed above and below the airfoil. 

The next correction to the phase in the outer region, a2t' is 

O(a2). Since a2t is multiplied by the large parameter k, the 

contribution to the phase associated with a2t is O(a2k), which we are 

neglecting. Thus, to the desired accuracy, the phase is determined 

(except for the arbitrary function g1) and we turn to the amplitude of 

the outer solution. 

When we substituted (3.20) into (3.2) we found the eikonal 

equation at highest order. At the next order in k, the following 

equation for the amplitude results: 

2 aA t a a t + A t a a t + 
ar ar r ar O(a,l/k) terms = O. (3.28) 

The relation at = wr + O(a) is used in deriving this result. 

Equation (3.28) also can be written in the transport equation form: 

.l..(r1/2 An) = 0 ar N 
(3.29a) 

which has solution 

(3.29b) 

The standard geometric acoustics form is an amplitude expansion in 

powers of 11k. Our perturbation approach has introduced the additional 

small parameter a, and the matchi ng with the 1 ocal-l eading-edge 
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solution will show that a term of O(aik) must be included in the outer 

solution. The O(a/K) amplitude term also satisfies Eq. (3.28), hence we 

can simply set 

• 

In the next section, we carry out the format matching process to 

dete rmi ne Ko( e) and K I( e). 

3.2.2 Matching of Leading Edge Local and Outer Acoustic Solutions 

The matching process is carried out utilizing Van Dyke's (1975) 

rule, which for our application may be written as follows. The two

term local expansion of the two-term outer solution must agree with 

the two-term outer expansion of the two-term local solution. 

Comparison of the expansions can be done in either local or outer 

coordinates; we choose local coordinates. Hence the outer expansion of 

the local solution must be rewritten in local coordinates. In the 

interest of brevity, we will present the matching only for the acoustic 

sol utions. Matching of the hydrodynamic sol utions only provides a 

consistency check, and does not affect the sound field. 

The two-term outer-1 eadi ng-edge acoustics sol ution, rewritten 

in local variables, is 

[KO(e) + all< KI(e)] ei(wR+ouJ 

kfR 
, (3.30) 
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where r is replaced by ~/k in the expression (3.26) for alt. The two

term expansion of Eq. (3.30) for 1 arge k is 

(3.31) 

Equation (31) is the two-term local expansion of the two-term outer 

solution. 

The outer expansion of the local solution has been found in 

previous sections. Here we need only collect the previous results and 

rewrite them in local coordinates for comparison with Eq. (3.31). 

Combining the results of Eqs. (3.10), (3.13), and (3.17), and neglecting 

the hydrodynamic motion represented by the first term of (3.17a), we 

have 

where Lo' Ll , and L2 are the local leading-edge directivities defined in 

Eqs. (3.10), (3.13), and (3.17). The matching principle requires that 

Eqs. (3.31) and (3.32) be identical, i.e. that 

and (3.33) 
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The term in (3.32) containing IR Lo(S), which was singular in the local 

region, matched to alt. Hence, this singular term represents a local 

expansion of the outer phase distortion. 

The complete leading-edge ray solution is, 

, (3.34a) 

where 

(3.34b) 

has been introduced for convenience in future calculations. 

The pressure associated with the leading-edge ray field can be 

easily found now that the potential h is completely determined. Recall 

that the pressure is given by 

(3.35) 

It proves convenient to work in terms of the modified pressure p, 

defined by 

(3.36) 
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The derivative ah/a~ in Eq. (3.36) is dominated by the derivative on the 

rapidly varying cylindrical wave phase ikwr. Hence, to the order of 

accuracy which we are retaining, 

Applying this result to the expression in Eq. (3.34), we find that the 

pressure for the leading-edge ray field is 

(3.38) 

The effects of incidence angle on high-frequency gust interaction noise 

are contained in the directivity L(e) and the distortion ali to the 

cylindrical wave phase. The relative importance of the various effects 

will be assessed after the trailing edge and total acoustic fields are 

found. 

3.2.3 Trailing-Edge Ray Field 

The trailing-edge ray field is derived in an identical manner to 

the leading-edge field; only the coordinate system changes~ Hence 

where 
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(3.39b) 

and (rt, at) are trailing-edge coordinates which will be defined 

shortly, in the local-trailing-edge analysis. The function Ft is the 

leading-edge complex potential F, rewritten in trailing-edge variables. 

The arbitrary constant associated with Ft is chosen so that F vanishes 

at the trailing edge. Ignoring O(a2) terms, Ft is given by 

(3.39c) 

°a where Zt = rt e1 t and -n < at < n. The expansion of art for rt » 1, 

to be utilized in the farfield solution, is 

(3.39d) 

The trailing-edge phase distortion is discontinuous across ~=O on the 

airfoil and in front of it, just as al~ was discontinuous on the airfoil 

and behi nd it. 

The amplitude of the trailing-edge ray field is given by the 

following general expression, analagous to (3.29b) in the leading-edge 

solution: 
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( 3.40) 

Here Kt(et} is obtained by matching with the local trailing-edge region, 

which we now discuss. 

3.3 Local Trailing Edge Region 

Due to the net circulation around the airfoil, the trailing edge 

is located at different values of the coordinate ~ above and below the 

airfoil. The location of the trailing edge is given by ( Eq. (3.4b) ) 

'" = 2 ± a1T ,I, = 0 
'I' 1300' 'I' 

(3.41a) 

where the plus sign applies for 1jI = 0+ and the minus for 1jI = 0-. Thus 

the trailing-edge coordinates (~t,1jIt) referred to in the trailing-edge 

ray field are measured from (2+a1T/1300, O) above the airfoil and 

(2-a1T/1300, O) below it. In the local-trailing-edge region we define 

coordinates which scale on the disturbance wavelength: 

(3.41b) 

Like the outer coordinates, the local coordinates are defined 

differently above and below the airfoil. 

We begin our analysis of the local-trailing-edge region by 

determining the effect of the interaction of the convected disturbance 

with the trailing edge. The local-trailing-edge expansion of the mean

flow perturbation speed is 
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where Zt = ~t + i~t. The interaction of this mean-flow velocity with 

the convected gust produces a source term similar to that in (3.14a) 

for the leading-edge, but O(l/k) weaker. (Since the variable part of q

ilJ is O(l/k) weaker for the trailing edge.) Hence, to our order of 

approximation, the source term S in Eq. (3.2) can be neglected as a 

sound-generating mechanism in the local-trailing-edge region. 

Though the volume source term is negligible, sound might still 

be generated by the interaction of the convected disturbance with the 

trailing edge through the change in boundary condition. The boundary 

condition (3.2d) and the homogeneous part of Eq. (3.2a), rewritten in 

local-trailing-edge coordinates, apply. However, the mean-flow 

perturbation quantities are O(a) or smaller and can be ignored. The 

governing equations, then, are simply 

(3.42a) 

aHt I - -An ik[o(2±a7T/(3co)+g(2,0±)] iMt 
a'i't ~<O,'i't=O± - -g:- e e (3.42b) 

Pressure continuous for ~t > 0 (3.42c) 

(3.42d) 
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The edge condition (3.42d) is the unsteady Kutta condition; it says that 

the total unsteady flow must leave the trailing edge tangentially. 

The solution to equations (3.42) is 

Ht = sgn'l't An eik[o{2±cx1T/em)+g{2,O±)] e-I'l'tl -/{j2_w2 ei041t 
em .; o2-w2 

(3.43) 

as can be verified by direct substitution. Equation (3.43) is an 

extension into the local-trailing-edge region of the hydrodynamic 

solution (3 0 19b). It is at first somewhat surprising that Eq. (3.43) 

exhibits the same form for 4lt < 0 and 4lt > O. This result is a 

consequence of the unsteady Kutta condition, which causes a wake of 

shed vorticity to be generated by the time-dependent motion. The shed 

vorticity in this "wake" is essentially a smooth continuation of bound 

vorticity in the airfoil which cancels the gust velocity V'. In the 

local-trailing-edge region, both the bound and shed vorticity convect at 

the free-stream speed, and hence no pressure fl uctuations are 

generated. We conciude, then, that the interaction of the convected 

disturbance with the trailing edge produces no sound.* 

In contrast to the convected disturbance, there are pressure 

fluctuations associated with the leading-edge ray-acoustic field. In 

general the leading-edge ray field is different above and below the 

*It is important to note that the above result does not contra
dict current trailing-edge noise theories (Howe 1978). Our theory has 
ignored the presence of the boundary layer, and hence the vorticity is 
convected at free-stream speed. In constrast, trailing-edge noise theo
ries consider boundary-layer turbulence, which convects at speeds less 
than the free-stream speed. In this situation, pressure fluctuations are 
generated and the trailing-edge region is a local sound source. 
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airfoil, and hence a pressure difference across the trailing edge is 

produced. A scattered field arises at the trailing edge to cancel this 

difference. The scattered field in the local-trailing-edge region 

becomes the source of the trailing-edge ray field in the outer region. 

Referring to equation (3.38), the amplitude Lo( a) of the wave 

from the leading edge is antisymmetric across W = 0 and therefore dis

continuous across the wake. The phase aU. is al so discontinuous. 

Expanding the pressure PR. (Eq. (3.38)) in local-trailing-edge 

coordinates, we obtain 

PRo = -i(o-w) Lie) eik(W-oM~)(2±an/a) + ikau.(2,e)ei(w-oM~)~ 
'21< 

(3.44) 

where for W > 0 a is set to zero and the plus sign is used, and for $ < 

a a is set to 2n and the minus sign is used. Equation (3.44) shows that 

the leading-edge ray field viewed in the local-trailing-edge region 

appears as a plane wave. The pressure jump across the wake is 

p 1$=0+ = ~ ei(w-oM~)~ 
$=0- If 

(3.45a) 

The constant ~p/If is the pressure jump at the trailing edge and is 

given by 

~ = i(w_o)e2ik(W-OM~) [ L(O)eik(W-oM~)an/a()() + ikaR.(2,0) 

If '2k 

_ L(2n) e-ik(w-oM~)an/a()() + ikau.(2,2n) ] (3.45b) 



We have extracted the factor 1/1f, so that 6p is 0(1). 

The local-trailing-edge field generated to cancel (3.45a) 

satisfies the Helmholtz equation in local-trailing-edge variables: 

(3.46a) 

In constrast to the 1 ocal-l eading-edge region, here the nonuniform 

propagation effects are O(a) and can be neglected. 

The condition of continuity of pressure is formulated using the 

definition of the modified pressure p given in Eq. (3.36) and the result 

of Eq. (3.45b). The condition is 

e-1 + l' ~H -1 - . ~H 'c [aHt] 'c [aHt ] - - u t - e - - 1u t 
aillt ~>O,q.rt=O+ aillt ~>U,q.rt=U-

(3.46b) 

The constant C± is defined by 

(3.46c) 

In addition to continuity of pressure, continuity of vertical velocity is 

also enforced across the wake, i.e., 
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Equation (3.46d) is a statement that the physical velocity aG/a~ rather 

than ah/a~ is continuous across the wake. The curious weighting 

factors in equations (3.46b) and (3.46d) arise from the discontinuity in 

~ across the wake, which enters in the transformation (2.12a) from G to 

h. The use of (~,~) coordinates leads to some unintuitive forms for 

the equations in the trailing edge region. However, because of their 

extreme useful ness in describing convected disturbances and writing 

boundary conditions, we tolerate this inconvenience. 

Equations (3.46) can be solved by the Wiener-Hopf technique, in 

an analogous manner to the leading edge half-plane problems. The 

result is 

-iA~t-l~tI/A2_W2d e A (3.47) 
(A+O)(A+W}/A-w 

The plus sign in the constant C± applies for ~t > 0 and the minus for 

~t < O. The asymptotic expansion for 0(1) values of the trailing edge 

angle at can be obtained by the method of steepest descent. 

Equation (3.47) written in trailing edge outer variables and expanded 

for large k is 

(3.48a) 

\'Jhere 
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e-iTI / 4Ap sgn(~) eiC ± 

ZITIw(1-cOS6t)(o-WCOS6t) 
(3.48b) 

Equation (3.48b) is singluar for small 6t. The method of 

steepest descent fails for small angles owing to the proximity of the 

saddle point at A = -WCOS6 to the pole in Eq. (3.47) at A = -We A 

uniform asymptotic expansion is developed in Appendix D; here we quote 

the result: 

-sgn(~) eiTI / 4 f1p eiC ± eikwrt COS6t E(/krtw(1-cOS6d) 

k3/ 2 r; (o-w) 

sgn~ f1p e-
iTI /

4 
e

iC
± [ 1 1 ] eikwrt 

-1: - - 15 6 ' (3.49a) 
2 .,r; k3/ 2 u-w -wcos t Ikwrd1-cos 6d 

where E is the Fresnel integral, 
co 

E(aj = j 
a 

. 2 
e1S ds • (3.49b) 

For 0(1) values of 6t, the asymptotic expansion of the Fresnel integral 

can be used to recover' Eq. (3.48). 

The amplitude of the trailing-edge ray field given in Eq. (3.40) 

is obtained by matching the trailing-edge ray solution with the local 

sol ution just described. Only the "geometric type" asymptotic expansion 

in Eq. (3.48) will match with the outer solution. The matching 

between the outer-trailing-edge and local-trailing-edge solutions is 

nearly identical to the matching carried out for the leading edge. 
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Comparing the one-term ray-expansion of the one-term local-sol ution 

with the one-term local-expansion of the one-term ray-solution, we find 

that the undetermined function Kt(at) in equation (3.40) is simply T(at). 

That is, the trailing-edge ray acoustics solution is 

(3.50) 

where 0lt is given in Eq. (3.39). 

Like the local solution, the outer-trailing-edge solution is 

singular as at approaches 0 or 2~. The singularity signifies that the 

geometric acoustics assumption of a slowly varyi ng ampl itude and 

rapidly vaying phase is violated for small values of at. An improved 

description of the sound field is needed in this IItransition" region, 

which is analagous to the zone in optical problems between illuminated 

and shadow regions. Our transition region is actually the union of two 

transition regions. For the wave on top of the airfoil, there exists an 

"illuminated" region above the airfoil, a "shadow" region below it, and 

a transition region between them. There exist similar regions for the 

wave below the airfoil, but with the illuminated and shadow regions 

reversed. The transition region is shown in Fig. (3.2). 

3.4 Transition Region 

The ray so·l ution gi ven by equation (3.50) becomes nonuniform 

when a = O(l/Ik). That is, changes in the amplitude become as large as 
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changes in the phase. Guided by this nonuniformity, in the transition 

region we introduce the rescaled angular variable 

The radial variable rt remains the same. 

The governing equation is the homogeneous part of Eq. (3.2a), 

written in transition region variables: 

(Y+1)M~a2S[ahtn. ] _ 
- 2 aA, ~ -lkohtn - 0 , 

Sco 't' 't't 
(3.51) 

with 

q = 

a = at/! 
Stn /k 1 a + _a_ + O( ) 
fk art rt aStn k' 
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and 

Like the local-trai1ing-edge solution, the transition solution 

must cancel the jump in pressure and vertical velocity across the wake 

due to the discontinuous leading-edge rays. However, in the transition 

region, the 1/1r decay of the leading-edge field, as well as nonuniform 

propagation effects, must be considered. The zero-jump pressure 

condition is 

-iC+ [dht n . 1 -iC_ [dht n . J 
e d~t -lkohtnJ~=o+ - e d~t - lkohtn ~=o-

(3.52) 

where C± and ~p are defined in equations {3.45} and (3.46). Along the 

wake, 0lt is O{a2} and has therefore been ignored in the calculation of 

the pressure jump. 

To calculate the vertical-velocity jump condition, we utilize 

the following relations. 

I~=o± = 
L( a=O,2lT) e ik{w~+oH{ ~,a=O,2lT}) dOH 

k
3
/

2 
~ --aijI{~,a=O,2lT) {3.53a} 
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oO'lR, I - OO'lt I for 
~ w=O - ~ w=O <p > 2 • (3.53b) 

Equation (3.53b) is valid because the difference between oO'u/ow and 

OO'lt/oW along w=O is an integral of oq/o$ on the airfoil. For a flat 

pl ate, oq/aw is zero on the ai rfoi 1 surface. Using Eqs. (3.53a) and 

(3.53b), we obtain the following jump condition for the vertical 

component of the acoustic-particle velocity. 

(3.53c) 

Here we have rel ated the cl uster of constants associated with the 

velocity jump to the pressure jump lip. The explicit form for OO'lt/OW 

will not be required. 

The final requirement on the transition solution is that it 

asymptotically match the ray sol ution as the transition angle etn 

becomes large. That is, the small et behavior of the ray solution must 

match the large etn behavior of the transition solution. 

In formulating a solution to the transition-region equations, we 

use the 0(1) phase and 1//r decay rate from the leading edge, and the 

O(a) phase distortion from the trailing edge. That is, we try a 

solution of the form 
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htn ~3.54) 

The magnitudes of the terms are forced into the sol ution by the jump 

conditions on 1/1 = O. The relation between the leading edge and 

transition region variables is obtained from the law of cosines: 

(3.55) 

Inserting (3.54) into (3.51) and utilizing (3.55), we find the following 

reduced equations for Fo and Fl. 

The function Fo satisfies 

i rz ~p 
w-o 

-iC+ aFo I -iC aFo I e -- +-e --- =0 aatn atn=O aatn atn=O-

To solve equations (3.56) we introduce the similarity v~riab1e 

(3.56a) 

(3.56b) 

(3.56c) 

(3.57) 



The differential equation then takes the form 

dFo d2FO 
-2in - + - 0 dn CfiiT - • (3.58) 

This ordinary differential equation can be integrated twice, with the 

result 

(3.59) 

where E is the Fresnel integral defined in equation (3.49b) of the 

local-trailing-edge analysis. The constant b2 can be set to zero in 

anticipation of the matching with the trailing-edge ray solution. The 

other constant, b1, is chosen to satisfy the conditions on lJ! = O. 

Equations (3.56b) and (3.56c) require that 

(3.60) 

The O(aik) term in the transition region satisfies 

[ 
2i aFo 4 Fo w ] -rr aetn - rd rt+2} I 

rt 
6tnV(O) 5 1/ 2 ds = 0 

aco (2+5)3/2 o 
(3.61a) 

(3.61b) 
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(3.61c) 

where V{at) appearing in Eq. (3.61a) is defined in Eq. (3.25). The 

integral appearing in Eq. (3.61a) results from the integral 

representation (3.39b) for alt. 

Unfortunately, the inhomogeneous equation (3.61a) has no 

similarity solution as the homogeneous equation (3.56a) did. We have 

been unab1 e to obtain an analytical sol ution to (3.61) for arbitrary 

val ues of rt. However, when rt »1 (i .e. in the geometric farfie1d), 

the equation simplifies enough so that an asymptotic solution can be 

found. Before developing this solution, we indicate how one would 

approach problem (3.61) numerically for general rt. Since the 

differential equation is parabolic, a marching scheme in rt would be 

used. The initial condition is the sol ution to (3.61) in the 10ca1-

leading-edge region, which could be obtained similarly to (3.59) since 

the right-hand side of (3.61a) is locally negligible. The boundary 

condition on atn = 0 is given, and the other condition utilizes the 

small-at expansion of the ray solution. One might require that the 

difference between the. numerical solution and the small-at expansion 

of the ray solution go to zero for large enough atn. 

Such a numerical approach would not be difficult to implement 

(at least in principle). However, since only the second order term Fl is 

affected, and only in a small (O{1fK)) region, we did not consider the 

investigation worthwhile. In addition, most of the solution in the 

farfield can be determined. We now consider the farfie1d case. 
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3.4.1 Transition Solution in Geometric Farfield 

For rt » 1 the 0(1/r2} terms in (3.61a) can be neglected and 

the equation reduces to 

2· aFl 0 lW- = 
art • (3.62) 

Equation (3.62) has the solution 

• (3.63) 

The function G1 must be determined by matching with a sol ution for 

rt = 0(1}. Such a solution is unavailable. However, we note that for 

the choice G1 = 0, the boundary conditions (3.61b) and (3.61c) are 

automatically satisfied. The matching between the transition and ray 

solutions is easily done since the transition solution (3.54) contains 

the phase distortion 0lt of the ray field. Realizing that there is some 

arbitrariness remaining in Gh we set it equal to zero. The transition 

solution for large rt then is 

sgn(lP} eiC ± ein/ 4 ..rz ~p eik(wrt-wStn/k+Olt} E(/w IStn!} 
htn '" ----------

k3/ 2 (w-o) I; Irt 

(3.64) 

At this point we have determined the solution to the convected wave 

equation (3.2) in all of the asymptotic regions. We now expand the 

various solutions for large r and compose a total farfield solution. 
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3.5 Total Farfield Solution 

We first combine the transition solution with the trailing-edge

ray field to form a uniformly valid trailing edge solution for rt » 1. 

Utilizing equations (3.39) and (3.48b), we can readily write the farfield 

expansion of the trailing edge ray field. It is 

,( 3.65a) 

where 

(3.65b) 

A composite expansion can be formed by adding the ray solution to the 

transition solution and subtracting the common expansion. The common 

is the ray-expansion of the transition solution or, equivalently, the 

transition-expansion of the ray solution. It is perhaps easier to look 

at equations (3.64) and (3.65) and guess an expression which contains 

both. Either approach leads to the following formula for the trailing

edge sound field, valid for all trailing-edge angles: 
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httn = 

-sgn($) eiC± fZ ein / 4 6p eikw(rt-2(1-cOset)) 

k3/ 2 ITI (o-wcoset) trt 

with (Jlt given in Eq. (3.65b). 

(3.66) 

The farfield expansion of the leading edge ray field can be 

obtained by combining equations (3.27) and (3.34). The result is 

with 

hJl.'" L(e) eik(wr + (Ju) 
k3/ 2 rr 

(JIll. ,.. _a~~e) [ (e-n)cosa - sina(1+log2r) ] 

(3.66a) 

(3.66b) 

The total farfield solution is the sum of hJl. and httn. Before adding 

the two terms we refer the trailing edge solution to the leading edge, 

using the relations 

rt = r - (2 + sgn($)an/Sco)cosa + O(l/r) 

at = a-n + nsgn($) + O(l/r) • 
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The total farfield solution is then 

x 

h ,., L(e) eik(wr+ou) 

k3/ 2 rr ' 
sgn(~) eiC± f2 e in / 4 hp 

k3/ 2 r; rr 

eikw[r-2-ansgn(~)cose/aco] E(v'2kw(1-cose)) eikolt 

a-WCOS e 

The total pressure in the farfield, obtained from Eq. (3.37), is 

p ,., -i L(e) (a-weose) eik(wr-aM&,~+oIR) 

k1/ 2 rr 
sgn(~) eiC± 12 e-in / 4 hp 

k1/ 2 v' n r 

x e ikw[r-2-an sgn(~)cose/aco]-ikaM~~ E(v'2kw(1-eose)) eikolt 

(3.67a) 

(3.67b) 

Analysis of these formulas is deferred until the end of Chapter 4, 

where generalizations to include effects of camber will have been made. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS FOR A CAMBERED AIRFOIL 

This chapter generalizes the results of Chapter 3 to include 

ai rfoil camber. The problem we consider is portrayed in Fig. (4.1). A 

cambered ai rfoi 1 at incidence angl e ai encounters a convected 

disturbance whose wavelength is short compared to the airfoil chord. 

As in Chapter 3, we introduce the large parameter k=2~b/A representing 

the ratio of airfoil size to disturbance wavelength. The amount of 

camber of the airfoil, measured by the parameter d/b, and the incidence 

angle ai are both assumed to be O(a), where a « 1 and ak = 0(1). Note 

that we have changed the incidence angle notation from a to ai. This 

change is to accomodate additional small parameters that will soon 

arise, which we will label a with an appropriate subscript. 

The nondimensional equations (3.2) apply whenever the mean flow 

is a small perturbation to a uniform flow, and the gust wavelength is 

short compared to the body length. Hence, they are the appropriate 

governing equations for this problem as well. The difference between 

the equations for a cambered airfoil and those for a flat plate is 

contained in the flow speed q, the flow angle ~, and the drift function 

g. These quantities are all obtained from the complex potential F. 

The function F is obtained by transforming the compressible 

potential to an incompressible one through a Prandtl-Glauert 

transformation, as described in Appendix I. For a flat plate, the 
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Cambered airfoil encountering a high-frequency convected 
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incompressible potential can be obtained by conformal mapping. For a 

general cambered ai rfoil no such mapping exists in closed form. 

However, since we only need the mean flow quantities accurate to O(a), 

approximate results from thin airfoil theory can be used. We utilize 

the result of Cheng and Rott (1954). They showed that, for 

incompressible flow, the complex velocity is given by 

L 

q - i" = -~ {\l I ~[:s N~(s)dS + O(a2) 
r; 0 r; -s 

, (4.1) 

where r;i :: xl + iX2 and the airfoil shape is given by x2 = N(XI). The 

prime denotes differentiation. To calculate the mean flow perturbation 

quantities the effects of camber and incidence can be superposed. That 

is, we can set N(XI) = -aixI + n(xI)' as depicted in Fig. (4.2). We now 

apply a Prandtl-Glauert transformation to convert the incompressible 

results to a compressible flow, and switch to nondimensional potential

streamline coordinates. Under these operations (4.1) becomes 

q - i" = ia~ [1 - tZ;2] -
2 

i ~Zz-2 I .1s!!..1tl ds + O(a2) 
nS V2=S z-s 

co 0 
(4.2) 

where z = ~ + i~. In nondimensional form the airfoil shape function 

11(S) is O(a). 

A drawback of result (4.2) is that an integral over the body 

shape is required to determine the mean velocity at an arbitrary point 
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Separation of incidence angl e and camber effects for 
calculation of perturbation mean flow. 
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in space. An additional integral over space is required to determine 

the potential. Even the location of the trailing edge in (~,$) space is 

not apparent from equation (4.2). However, we will find that to 

determine most quantities of interest, such as the farfield sound, only 

a few numerical integrations are required. This is a consequence of 

the localization of the sound generating regions. That is, to determine 

most of the information about the sound field, we need only know the 

mean flow characteristics in the local-leading-edge and local-trailing

edge regions. In these regions local approximations to Eq. (4.2) can be 

usedo 

Our approach to sol ving Eqs. (3.2) is again through an 

asymptotic series for 1 arge k and small a. The asymptotic regions 

utilized in the singular perturbation analysis are shown in Fig. (4.3). 

There are several changes from the corresponding figure for the flat 

pl ate. Fi rst, we have renamed the downstream transition region 

"Transitionp", for "planar", since it is related to the diffraction by a 

plane and is independent of curvature effects (at least to first order.) 

It exists even for a flat plate. A new transition region has also 

emerged due to surface curvature effects. It lies above and below the 

airfoil. We label it "Transitionc" for "curvature". This new region 

will be described in detail in the course of the analysis. 

In the first few sections, we indicate the required 

modifications to the flat plate theory in the asymptotic regions common 

to flat-plate and cambered airfoils. We then show the need for a new 

region to generalize the leading-edge ray field, and we derive the 
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Fig. 4.3 Cambered airfoil with asymptotic regions illustrated. 



necessary modifications to the solution. Finally, we will collect the 

solutions from the various asymptotic regions to form the total 

farfield expression. 

4.1 Local Leading Edge Region 

The local-leading-edge expansion of the mean-flow perturbation 

velocity can be readily obtained from Eq. (4.2). Inserting the local 

coordinate Z = kz into (4.2) we obtain 

q-i II = [ 
ailk 
-a:- - aClO1T 

2 

I n'(s)ds ] fl + O(a,a2k) 
o 's(2-s) 

(4.3) 

For most airfoils of interest, the shape n(s) goes to zero fast enough 

near the leading and trailing edges that we can integrate once by 

parts. We then have 

- ill 
aefflk 

VI q = 
aCIO 

(4.4a) 

where 

aeff = ai - alC , (4.4b) 

and 

ale = If P - s) n{~ 
1T 0 [ s (2-s) ]3/2 

(4.4c) 

The behavior of the mean flow in the local-leading-edge region is 

evident from Eqs. (4.4). The inverse-square-root flow around the leading 
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edge dominates, but with a modified strength compared to that for a 

flat plate. Thus aeff is a measure of the strength of the local flow 

around the 1 eading edge. It wi 11 be shown 1 ater to be a domi nant 

correlating parameter for the sound power level. 

By using the effective incidence angle aeff in place of ai in our 

local analysis for the flat plate, the results previously derived for 

the acoustic field can be used here directly. Hence, the asymptotic 

expansion of the local-leading-edge potential for a cambered airfoil is 

, (4.5) 

where Lo' LI , and L2 are defined in Eqs. (3.10), (3.13), and (3.17). We 

emphasize that additional effects due to camber enter only through the 

single parameter aeff = ai - alC. For many airfoil s of practical 

interest alC is positive, so that the effective incidence angle is less 

than the incidence angle relative to the mean flow at infinity. This 

leads to several interesting features for the outer acoustic field, 

which will be discussed later. 

4.2 Outer Region 

The geometric acoustics solution was derived in a very general 

form in the flat-plate analysis. The O(a) phase distortion was shown 

to be an integral of the flow speed q. The integral could be expressed 

in terms of the complex potential F as (see (3.26) ) 

(4.6) 
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where V(S) is defined in (3.25). The same result applied to the 

trailing-edge phase distortion 0lt, when (r,s) was replaced by the 

trailing-edge outer variables (rb St) and the constant in F was 

adjusted so that F vani shed for rt = O. For a cambered ai rfoi 1 

determination of 01 is cumbersome, since q and F must in general be 

obtained by numerical integration at each point in space. However, we 

are ultimately interested only in knowing 01 in the geometric farfield, 

i.e. for r » 1. In this limit we can reduce the problem to the 

cal cul ation of two integral s over the body shape, independent of 

observer location. This is done as follows. 

The complex potential for the cambered airfoil at zero 

i nci dence is 

z 

= - a~. t 2 

dz' _fZC2 J dS' s Vzr- 2-s 
o 

n' (s) 
z'-s (4.7) 

The reader is reminded that the prime on the n denotes differentiation. 

Switching the order of integration we obtain 

2 z 

= __ i I ds n' (s) ~T-s I 
S..,1T 0 0 

.fZC2 
yzr 

dz' 
z'-s 

The integration on z', which we call 12, can be done in closed form. 

The result is 
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log 
[

1 + "(z'-2)/z' 

1 - "<z'-2)/z' ] -
.M [ "(5-2)/5 + "(z'-2)/z' ] 
Vs- log 

5 "(5-2)/5 - "(z'-2}/z' 

Evaluating ~ at the limits 0 and z, integrating with respect to 5 the 

term which is an exact differential, and utilizing the fact that n(2) = 

n(O) = 0, we obtain 

2 

Fdz) = ....:.L) 
6co1T 0 

I .Is [ [1 + "<Z-2)/Z] n (s)y2=S log -
1 - "(z-2)/z 

.M r" (5-2)/5 + "(z-2)/z 1 . ] 
5 "<5-2)/5 - "(z-2)/z Vs- 1ogl J - l1T ds (4.8) 

This is the expression for the O(a) complex potential for the cambered 

ai rfoil. For 1 arge r, the z dependence can be separated from the 

integral. Integrating by parts the term containing the second 

logarithm and utilizing n(2) = n(O) = 0, we obtain 

where 

_ 1 
a2C - -

1T )0

2 
n(s)ds 

51/ 2 (2-5)3/2 ' 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 
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2 

a3C = 11 
1T 0 

n{s)ds 
Is(s-2) 

(4.9c) 

and (r,e) are the polar coordinates of the observation point referenced 

from the leading edge. 

Using Eqs. (4.6) and (4.9) we can calculate the phase 

distortions au and O'lt in the geometric farfield. Including the 

contribution from the flat plate, the asymptotic form of O'lt for r » L 

is 

where 

au ,.. ~ [ag sine log2r - ag (e-1T) cose + {ai-a3d sine] ,(4.10a) ace 

(4.10b) 

The corresponding result for the trailing-edge ray field is obtained by 

inserting trailing-edge coordinates into (4.8) and expanding for large 

rt. Accounting for the slight difference in branch cut orientation in 

trailing-edge coordinates, we find 

The only numerical integrations required to determine the phase 

distortion of the far field sound are those defining a2C and a3C. 

Derivation of the amplitude equation ( (3.28) ) was also done 

very generally in Chapter 3. The asymptotic matching here is identical 
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to that performed for the fl at plate. Again we find that the 

directivity of the leading-edge ray field is just L(e), the directivity 

produced in the local leading-edge region. Hence the expression for the 

leading-edge ray field in the r » 1 limit is 

eik(wr + au,) 

k3/ 2 rr 
, (4.11) 

with alt given in (4.10c). Similarly, we find that the trailing-edge 

solution in the farfield limit is 

, (4.12) 

where alt is given in (4.10c). The amplitude T is the directivity of the 

local trailing-edge scattered field, which we now discuss. 

4.3 Local-Trailing-Edge-Region 

Since mean flow effects do not enter into the differential 

equati on in the 1 ocal-trai 1 i ng-edge region, the transformati on from 

fl at pl ate to camber sol ution is immediate. The only compl ication 

arises in finding the location of the trailing edge in ($,~) space, which 

is used in calculating the pressure jump in the leading-edge field at 

the trailing edge. We use the relation (Eq. (3.4a)) 

z = r; + F(r;) (4.13) 
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to determine the trail ing-edge location. Here Z = Ifl + i 1jI and r; = xl + 

i f3coX2. The potential F is the sum of Eq. (4.8) for camber pl us (3.3a) 

for the flat plate. Putting r; = 2 in (4.13) gives 
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trailing-edge location 
aglT 

= (2 ± 130,) , 0) (4.14) 

where CXg is defined in (4.10b). The parameter aglT/f3o,) is the 

nondimensional circulation around the airfoil, i.e., it is the lift 

coeffiecient. Hence, the shift in trailing-edge location in (1fl,1jI) 

coordinates is just mean 1 ift coefficient for the ai rfoi 1. Equation 

(4.14) represents the origin of the trailing-edge coordinate-system, 

from which the variables (rt,et) are referenced. 

The local-trailing-edge solution for the cambered airfoil is 

obtained from the flat plate result by replacing a with ag everywhere 

in Eq. (3.47). The asymptotic expansion of the result is 

where 

sgn(1jI) °Ap ei(-lT/4 + C± ) 

2 'lTW(l-coSet} (6-wcOSet) 

(4.15a) 

(4.15b) 

The quantities Ap and C± are as defined for the flat plate ((3.45b) and 

(3.46c)) but with a replaced by age Substitution of Eq. (4.15b) for 

T( et) into (4.12) completes the expression for the trailing-edge ray 

fiel d. 



The ray-fiel d analysis for both the fl at pl ate and cambered 

airfoils tacitly assumed that the acoustic waves generated at the 

leading and trailing edges satisfied the boundary condition on the 

airfoil. In other words, it was assumed that the acoustic propagation 

was tangent to the airfoil. To check this assumption, we calculate the 

normal velocity ah/aw on the body for the leading-edge rays. The 

leading-edge ray field has the form 

hR, IV L(s) eik(wr + au) 
k3/ 2 rr 

(4.16) 

The normal velocity on the body upper surface is proportional to 

ahR, I + = L(O) eik ( wr + °U(r,O) ) 1. a0lR. I 
aW W=o k3/ 2 rr r ae- S=O· 

( 4.17) 

(The derivative dL/d9 is zero for 9 = 0,21T.) The derivative of the 

phase distortion on the body is 

a0lR. I I r as 9=0 = V(O) 
o 

i% (rl ,0) dr ' • 

By the Cauchy-Riemann conditions, Eq. (4.18) may be written 

r 

V(O) t r' :~, (r' ,0) dr' 

After one integration by parts we have 
r 

V(O) [ " r - t "(r' ,0) dr] 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20a) 
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It is most meaningful to analyze this formula in the physical (XhX2) 

space. Since ~ is O(a}, we can replace the potential-streamline 

coordinates (~,~) by (xl,6~X2) and introduce no additional error. On the 

airfoil, the flow angle ~ is equal to the body slope n'(xl}. Hence Eq. 

ah R. 
(4.20a) says that ~ is proportional to 

(4.20b) 

This quantity, which is essentially the reciprocal of the radius of 

curvature of the airfoil, is zero for a flat plate but nonzero for a 

cambered airfoil. 

Thus, for the flat-plate airfoil analyzed in Chapter 3, the 

1 eadi ng-edge ray fiel d automatically satisfied the no-flow boundary 

condition on the airfoil surface. However, for the cambered airfoil 

under consideration here, the leading-edge ray field (4.11) fails to 

satisfy the boundary condition. A similar difficulty is present in the 

trailing-edge ray field (4.12), but there the error appears in higher 

order terms than are being considered. Mathematically, the inability 

to satisfy the correct boundary condition arises from neglect of the 

second derivative with respect to e in the eikonal equation. 

A more general geometric theory of diffraction must account 

for such phenomena such as "creeping waves" (waves decaying 

exponentially in the direction of propagction) on top of the body, and 

"whisper; ng gall eries" (mul tipl e refl ections from the surface) on the 

bottom. Such phenomena are very complicated to describe 

mathematically. Fortunately, the length of our airfoil is short 
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compared to its radius of curvature, and our problem contains only 

transition regions between the ray description and the creeping-wave or 

whispering-gallery descriptions. The transition zones provide a 

description of the leading-edge sound field for shallow angles, where 

the ray theory breaks down. We combine the transition regions above 

and below into the "transitionc" region, because the two are 

mathematically very similar. The transitionc region is shown in Fig. 

(4.3)). 

The major concern with the boundary-condition error in Eq. 

(4.20b) is that the leading-edge ray theory may have not predicted the 

sound field incident upon the trailing edge correctly. In that case, 

the strength of the scattered field would be incorrectly predicted. 

However, by finding the correct shallow angle description for ht, we 

will now show that to the desired accuracy the scattered field was 

correctly calculated by ray theory. 

4.4 Transitionc Region 

We first consider the simpler "tangent gas" version of our full 

equation, by setting y=-l in equation (3.2). This step will ease the 

amount of writing considerably but not change the essence of the 

problem. The extension of the result for a perfect gas is given after 

the tangent-gas solution. With y=-l, Eq. (3.2) becomes 

(4.21) 
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We write the operator in polar variables and expand q in a Taylor 

series for small e. Equation (4.21) then becomes 

~ ~~ + ~~~ + ~ ~:~ + k2W2[1 - 2a;[q(r,0) + e * (r,O) + ... J ) h = ° . 
(4.22) 

(We concentrate on the upper ai rfoi 1 surface, where e ... O. The 

analysis for the lower surface (e ... 2~) is similar.) As a starting 

point in determining the solution, we retain the part of Eq. (4.16) that 

does satisfy the boundary condition. We also set the amplitude L(e) 

equal to L(O), since L(e) = L(O) + 0(e2) for small e. Thus, we attempt 

a solution of the form 

htn,c = L(O) eik ( wr + ali(r,O) ) j(r,e) 
k3/ 2 rr 

The expression for au (Eq. (3.24)) for a "tangent gas" is 
r 

011(r,O) = -a;w t q(r' ,0) dr' 

The boundary condtion on j is 

.&/ ae e=O = ° 

• (4.23) 

( 4.24) 

(4.25) 

The condition that htn,c match the ray field hi for 0(1) values of e is 

also imposed. Inserting (4.23) into (4.22) and neglecting 0(e2) terms, 

we find 
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2ikw aj (eikcrIR.(r,O)) + a2 [j {eikcrIR.(r,O)) ] +1 1.. [ . (eikau(r.O)) ] 
ar .rr ar2 .rr r ar J .rr 

+ 1 (eikwcrlR,(r,O)) 
a2j

z 2 k2 2 2 ~( 0) " 
(eikcrlR,(r,o)) 

° "F2 a e - w Scoe a e r, J = .rr .rr (4.26) 

No fast variation in the r-direction is anticipated, hence, the second 

and third terms can be neglected since they are not multiplied by the 

large parameter k. Also, in this analysis it is worthwhile to extract 

the small parameter Qc = d/b (see Fig. (4.1)) from the flow speed q. 

Our new reduced equation is 

(4.27) 

where q = Qc Q and the subscript on Q denotes differentiation. 

We now make use of the small-camber, or 1 arge radius of 

curvature, assumption. For small Qc and e, the first two terms in Eq. 

(4.25) should balance. This fact suggests making the change of 

va ri ab 1 e, 

v=li<e , (4.28) 

which implies that the size of the transitionc regic!1 is O(l/Ii<). In 

terms of v, (4.25) becomes 

a" 1 a2" 
- 2 k Qc w2 s; 2... Qe(r,O) j 2 i w & + B = ° (4.29) ar ;::2 av Ii< 



Since we assume ac k is 0(1}, the last term is O(.:..L} and a sensible 
Ii< 

solution to attempt is 

(4.30) 

The equati on for jl is 

(4.31) 

The boundary condition 

and the matching condition as v + = also apply. 

One can easily verify that equation (4.31) possesses the 

following particular solution. 
r 

j,p = -i k ac w ~ v t Qa(r' ,0) dr' (4.32) 

This solution is just the second 'term in the expansion for small a of 

the ray-acoustic field hR.. Hence, the matching condition will be 

sati~fiedo The particul ar sol ution does not sati sfy the boundary 

condition, however, and a homogeneous solution satisfying 

ajlh 1 a2jlh 
ar + 2 i w r2 a7 = 0 (4.33a) 
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r 

ajlh 
Iv=o 

= i k w ac a; t Qe(r' ,0) dr' = M(r) (4.33b) Tv""" 

jlh + 0 as " + co (4.33c) 

is requi red. 

A sol ution to Eqs. (4.33) can be obtained by obtained by 

applying a cosine transform on the v variable and utilizing Eq. (4.33b), 

which results in the foll owing fi rst-order ordinary differential 

equation in r. 

aJ + 1 
ar 2i wr2 [ -If M(r) - .2 J ] = 0 (4.34 ) 

where ~ and J are the transform independent and dependent variables. 

The function M(r) is defined in (4.33b). We integrate (4.34) and apply 

the inverse transform to obtain the solution 

co r 

2 j -~2/2iwr j jlh(r,v) = - d~ cos~e e dp 
u 0 0 

M(p) e~2/2iwp 
2 i w p2 

(4.3b) 

Switching the order of integration and performing the integration on ~, 

we arrive at the simpler form 

M(p) ./2 w r p eiv2wrp/2(r-p) dp 
2 i w pZ V r - p 

• (4.36.) 

The final version, obtained by making the change of variable, 
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s = w r p 
2 (r - p) ( 4.37) 

is 

co 

-in/4 J . 2 
= e N{r,s) IS e1V s ds 

21; 0 
. (4.38a) 

where 

N{r,s) 1 2rs 
= 52 M 2s+wr (4.38b) 

Since M{t) = 0{t2) as t + 0, the integral in (4.38a) does not diverge. 

The asymptotic behavior of (4.38a) as v + co can be obtained by 

deforming the contour of integration from the positive real to the 

positive imaginary axis. The integral is dominated by the contribution 

from the origin, and the asymptotic expansion is 

{4.39} 

In outer variables, jlh is O{k-3/ 2) and hence small enough to satisfy the 

matching requirement. 

To derive the transitionc solution for a perfect gas, we must 

consider the terms in the differential operator of Eq. (3.2a) that are 

not present in (4.21). However, several simplifications can be made. 

In the transitionc region, the variable coefficients in the additional 

operators can be replaced by their values at a = O. Also, the 

derivatives contained in these additional terms affect only the rapidly

varying phase ikwr, to the desired accuracy. The final result is that 
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to change our "tangent gas" result to apply for a perfect gas, we 
\'/ 

simply replace the quantity -B!w appearing in (4.24), (4.32), and (4.33b) 

with V(O). The function V(a) is defined in Eq. (3.25). ,h 

We have verified that the transitionc sol ution formed by 

equations (4.23), (4.30), (4.32), and (4.38a) appropriately corrects the 
( 4. 

ray solution for small angles. The size of the region in which the 
ln 

transitionc solution is required is a = O(l/ik). Most importantly, we 
111 

have shown that the pressure field incident upon the trailing edge, and 

hence the strength of the scattered field, were correctly predicted by 

the ray theory. The ray-theory result is sufficiently a~curate because 

the corrections due to body curvature effects are contained in the term 

jl' which is negligible in determining the strength of=~he scattered 

field (since the scattered field is weaker than the inc~pent field by 

lilT<) • 

The question remains as to how this transitionc solution should 

be extended downstream beyond the airfoil trailing edge. t The choice is 

somewhat arbitrary, si nce any error in the wake jump conditions made by 

a particular choice of the extension can be correcte~d by the 
Q 

"t ransitionp" sol uti on. A natural extension is to simply continue .. 
satisfying ah/a~ = 0 on ~ = 0, clear to downstream infinity. This is 
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the extension we make. Continuity of velocity across ~the wake is .,1 v ';p:'?i 

automatically satisfied. The pressure jump across the wake, obtained 

from Eq. (3.52), is 
" " 
~ 



(4.4U) 

Here 6 p is the pressure jump at the trailing edge and is given by 

(3.45b), with a replaced by age Equation (4.40) becomes the boundary 

condition for the "transitionp" solution, which we now describe. 

4.5 Transitionp Region 

Neither the differential equation nor the boundary condition in 

the transitionp-region contain effects of camber to first order, except 

in the location of the trailing edge. Hence, the leading term is 

identical to the first term in Eq. (3.54), with the parameter a replaced 

by age To derive the equation for the next order term, it is necessary 

to calculate the perturbation velocity q - iu. In general this cannot 

be done in closed form; however, it can again be done in the farfield. 

The expansion of q - iu for large rt is obtained from Eqo (4.2) 

by setting _1_ equal to ..!, which can then be taken outside the z-s z 

integral. The mean flow perturbation velocity, including both camber 

and incidence angle effects~ has the following form for Izl » L: 

. i ai i [1 q - lU ..... - + - -
/3 coZ /3 coZ 1T )0

2 
n (s) d s ] _ i ag 

s1/2 (2-s)312 - /3coz • (4.41a) 

When rewritten in transition-region variables Eq. (4.41a) becomes 
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q - i~ = (4.4lb) 

This expression is identical to the complex velocity for the flat plate, 

except that the circulation ag appears instead of the incidence angle a. 

Hence the differential equation, and the particular solution, can be 

obtained by analogy with the flat-plate results (3.62) and (3.63). 

Unfortunately, the boundary condition (4.40) is not easily satisfied, 

since the large r behavior of the function jlh is not easily extracted. 

What probably happens is that the complementary solution required to 

satisfy the boundary condition effectively cancels jlh. We say this 

because the flat-plate farfield result satisfied continuity of pressure 

and velocity across the wake. Since the farfield problem formulations 

are entirely analagous for the cambered and flat-plate airfoils, we 

expect the solutions to be similar. This problem requires more careful 

analysis. However, realizing that there is a certain degree of 

arbitrariness at this order due to our inablity to match for small r, 

and the fact that any error affects only the second order ( O(aIK) ) 

term in a small ( O(l/Ik) ) angular region, we simply take the term 

that is analagous to the flat plate result as our farfield solution. 

The total transitionp solution then is 
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sgn{1jJ) eiC ± ei1T/ 4 tz lip 
htn ,p '" ---------

k3/ 2 (w-o) IT; 
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eik{wrt-watn/k+Olt) E{fW I atn I) 
------.,.------ (4.42) 

frt 

with lip and C± defined in (3.45) and (3.46) but as functions of ag 

instead of a. The fresnel integral E is defined in Eq. (3.49b), and 0lt 

is given in (4.10c). 

4.6 Total Farfield Solution 

A uniformly valid trailing-edge solution, which includes the 

trailing-edge ray field and the transitionp solution, can be constructed 

by analogy with Eq. (3.66). We proceed instead to the total solution, 

of which the uniform trailing-edge solution is the second term. The 

total solution is 

[e -2ikw{1-cos a) E{f2kw( I-cos a» ] (4.43a) 

The variables (r,a) are referenced from the leading edge. The 

corresponding equation for pressure is 



x eikalt [e-2ikW(1-COSe) E(/2kW(l-CoSe))] (4.43b) 

As these constitute our most important results, we repeat the 

definitions of several of the quantities involved: 

lco ·2 

E(a) = e
1S 

ds 
a 

YW.[ ·12 ( ) ().] = a co ag Slne og r-ag e-'II' COSe-ag'll'sgnljl cose- ai+a3C Slne 

aU. = VJ:) [ag sine 10g2r - ag (e-'II') cose + (ai - a3d sine] 

V(e) 
= _ w a&. + (y+l) M~ (o-wcose)2 

2 13~ w 

c± = k 0 M; (2 ± ag'll'/13co) = k 0 M; times trailing edge location 

aeff = ai - alC 
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An extensive parametric study will be performed on Eqs. (4.43) in the 

next chapter. Here we make some observations about the result which 

summarize comments made in previous sections. 

The two terms comprising (4.43a) are the leading-edge and 

trailing-edge fields. Both contain the cylindrical wave phase (ikwr) 

and decay rate (l/k3/ 2ir) that woul d be present for an unloaded 

airfoil. The first term contains the directivity Lo + aeff (Ll + L2) of 

the local-leading edge solution, indicating that the sound is produced 

in the local-leading-edge region. In the propagation to the farfield 

only the phase is distorted, through the term alt. The trailing-edge 

contribution is proportional to ~p, the pressure jump in the leading

edge field at the trailing edge. This verifies the assertion that the 

trailing edge generates sound only by scattering the leading-edge field. 

For shallow angles the Fresnel integral description of the trailing

edge solution is required, but when (I-cose) is 0(1), the asymptotic 

expansion of the Fresnel integral may be used to reduce the bracketed 

quantity to 

i (4.44) 
2 12kw(1-cose) 

The trailing-edge solution then takes a geometric-acoustics form, 

similar to that of the leading edge. The directivity of the trailing

edge ray field is the directivity of the local-trailing-edge region. 

Equation (4.44) shows that, except at small angles, the trailing-edge 
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field is weaker than the leading edge field that it scatters by 1/1k. 

Hence, in our theory where ak = 0(1), the 0(1) and O(alJ<) leading-edge 

terms are retained along with the O(l/IK) trailing-edge field, which 

arises from the scattering of the 0(1) leading-edge field. The 

scattering of the O(afk) leading-edge field can be neglected, since we 

do not include effects of order a, a2k, and l/k. However, for 

convenience, we include the full leading-edge directivity L(e) in the 

definition of ~p. 

In determining the character of the farfield sound, the phase 

differences between the leading-edge and trailing-edge ray fields 

control the destructive and constructive interference. The phase of 

the trailing-edge sound field, relative to that for the leading edge, is 

given by 

k [ w ( 2 ± ag 'IT/Sa> ) cose + O"U.-O"lt ] 

The part ( 2 ± ag 'IT /Sa> ) case is simply the difference in path lengths 

to the observation point from the leading and trailing edges. In the 

limit of uniform mean flow this term is the only difference in phase 

between leading and trailing edge radiation. For variable-mean flow 

the additional phase difference 

= V(e) 
aJe-ag 'IT sgn~ cose - 2 ai Sine] , (4.45) 

which accounts for the nonuniform medium of propagation, also exists. 
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The influence of airfoil mean loading is contained in the 

incidence angle ai and the three camber parameters alC' a2C' and a3C. 

However, several combinations of the incidence angle and camber 

parameters have emerged. It was found that aeff = ai - alC measures 

the strength of the mean flow around the leading edge and the 

magnitude of the correction to the local acoustic field due to 

nonuniform mean flow effects. The parameter ag = ai +a2C represents 

the circulation or total lift on the airfoil. It appears throughout the 

phases of the various fields. The parameter a3C is relatively 

unimportant, since it cancels out in the phase difference aU. - alt. 

Notice that the incidence angle ai appears by itself in only one term, 

the second half of 0'1£ - alt. Thus the dualism between camber and 

incidence angle present in the other small parameters does not extend 

to this one term. The term -2 ai sine in (4.45) represents a difference 

in path lengths to the observation point, from the trailing-edges of a 

cambered airfoil at zero incidence and a flat plate at incidence angle 

ai. The effects on the sound field as the small parameters are varied 

constitutes an important part of our numerical study of Eqs. (4.43). We 

now turn to that study. 
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CHAPTER 5 

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter is a numerical investigation of formulas {4.43} for 

the acoustic farfield generated by the interaction of a loaded airfoil 

with a high-frequency disturbance. The dependence of the sound field 

on the gust, mean flow, and airfoil characteristics will be analyzed 

through a series of computerized parametric studies. 

The parameters contained in {4.43} form a ten-dimensional 

space. Five of the six gust-velocity and wavevector components {At, 

An' A3, kt, kn' k3} can be independently varied, as well as the entropy 

fluctuation B. The Mach number Mm and the three loading parameters 

ai, alC' a2C complete the space. With such a large number of variables, 

it is impossibl e to systematically study all possibl e parameter 

combinations, or even all of the combinations of practical interest. To 

make the number of variables more manageable, we do not consider 

entropy variations. We will also concentrate on entirely two

dimensional gusts, i.e., ones for which k3 = A3 = O. Finally, most of 

the calculations will involve flat-plate airfoils. Justification for 

this {besides convenience} will be given in Section C below. 

The most important quantifier of the sound field is the amount 

of acoustic power radiated. The main emphasis of our parametric study 

is on the change in radiated power as the above parameters vary. The 

formula for acoustic power, in the case of non-zero mean flow, is given 
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in Appendix E. Our results will be expressed in terms of the 

normal i zed power, defined by 

Normalized Power = Power/Span 
1 U3 b 2 "2 Pea ea e: 

, (5.1) 

where e: is the magnitude of IAI. Since the governing equations are a 

linear function of the disturbance amplitude, we can factor e: out and 

assume IAI is 0(1). 

Changes in the sound field will also be studied through 

farfield pressure-directivity patterns. As we see from Eq. (4.43b), in 

the farfield 1 imit the radial dependence of our sol ution can be 

factored out. We plot the di rectivity factor as a function of the 

polar angle in physical space. In the farfield, the angles in physical 

and (~,~) space are related by 

cose = cos~ 

. si ne = 
. aea sin~ 

'1 - M3sin2~ 

(5. 2a) 

(5.2b) 

where e = arctan (~/~) is the angle in (~,~) space and ~ = arctan 

(x2/xl) the physical angle. The directivity pattern represents the 

angular distribution of the farfield pressure. Sample directivity 

patterns are shown in Figs. (5.1a,b). In these and all of the 

directivity patterns, the leading edge of the airfoil is located at the 
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Fig. 5.1 
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(a ,b) Farfiel d pressure directivity patterns ill ustrating 
1 eadi ng-edge-tra il i ng-edge interactions. (a) Leadi ng-edge 
field. (b) Total field. M.., = .6, kkt = 7. 



origin of the coordinate system drawn in the figure. These patterns 

arise from the interaction of an unloaded airfoil with a convected 

disturbance. Figure (5.1a) shows the pressure distribution of the 

leading-edge field alone. Plotted is the cos9/2 pattern of Eq. (3.10b) 

(converted to pressure). The distortion of the cardioid is due to the 

transformation from (cjl,l/J) to (xl,X2) coordinates. Figure (5.1b) 

illustrates the leading-edge-trailing-edge interaction. For small 

angles the trailing-edge field cancels the antisymmetric leading-edge 

field. For larger angles the constructive and destructive interference 

between the leading-edge field and weaker trailing-edge field can be 

observed. 

Our investigation into the infl uence of the different 

parameters on the sound field is divided into three sections. In 

Section 5.1, we study the effect of varying the orientation of a two

dimensional gust. We also briefly look at the cut-off phenomenon for a 

three-dimensional gust interacting with a loaded airfoil. In Section 

5.2, we analyze the behavior of the sound field as the Mach number is 

changed. At this point it is appropriate to compare our approach with 

the acoustic analogy •. We give a brief derivation of the acoustic

analogy equations appropriate for our problem, and compare this 

approach with the rapid-distortion-theory formulation we have used. 

Section 5.3 is an investigation of how the sound field changes as the 

mean loading on the airfoil is varied. The mean loading will be varied 

by changing both incidence angle and camber. We begin by looking at 

gust-orientation effects. 
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5.1 Trends with. Gust Orientation 

In varying the gust orientation, we must satisfy~ the 

solenoidal-gust condition far upstream. This condition is 

• 
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(5.3) 

For interpretation of results, it is most convenient to work in terms 

of the physical wavenumber knp = e~ kn rather than the Prandtl-Glauert 

wavenumber kn• In this way, all of our gusts will be identified by 

physical quantities. Since far upstream the (4>, 1/1) and (XhX2) unit 

vectors coincide, one can physically visualize the gusts we consider by 

thinking in Cartesian coordinates. In terms of the physical wavenumber, 

and for a two-dimensional gust, Eq. (5.3) is 

At kt + An knp = 0 (5.4) 

Another requirement that must be satisfied as the input 

disturbance is varied is the high-frequency condition, k·kt » 1. 

Actually, this condition can be relaxed considerably. Amiet (1975) has 

given some justification for using the val ue kw = k·ktMco/ e; = TT/4 as 

the dividing line between high and low frequencies. When a trailing

edge correction is included, as is the case for us, the lower limit can 

be decreased even further. Amiet's criterion does not apply directly 

to loaded airfoils, but we will use it as a rough lower limit. The 

upper limit of k·kt is determined by the criterion ak·kt = 0(1) ( or 

a~okt « 1.) We take 2 < k·kt <12 for most of our analysis. The 

desire to describe a right-going disturbance poses a final restriction 



o'f kt. A time dependence of exp(-iwt) = exp(-iktU;t) was assumed, 

hence, we suppose kt > O. 

Since the magnitude of the gust velocity may be factored out of 

the equations, we can assume without loss of generality that 

At2 + An 2 = 1. Under this condition, and the continuity requirement 

(5.4), only two degrees of freedom are left for a two-dimensional gust. 

It is then possible to perform a thorough study on the effects of gust 

orientation by fixing kt and varying knp • We fix kt to excl ude the 

effects of changing frequency, allowing us to isolate the influence of 

gust orientation. Thus our calculations are performed at constant 

horizontal wavenumber rather than constant wavevector magnitude. The 

results of three sets of calculations, for k·kt = 2.5, 5.6, and 9.0, are 

shown in Figs. (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4). In each case, the airfoil is a 

flat plate, and three different incidence angles are consid~red for 

each kt. 

The most striking feature of the plots is that all curves reach 

a sharp peak between knp/kt equal 0 and 1. The peak for the unloaded 

case is easily understood. When knp is equal to zero, the normal 

velocity component An is maximum. Because the only effect contained in 

the unloaded solution Ho is the blocking of the gust velocity component 

normal to the body, one would expect a maximum in power output at 

knp = O. Likewise, the solution Hl due to gust-distortion and 

nonuniform-propagation effects depends only on the gust parameters kt 

and An' for fixed Mach number. The increase in power as knp/kt 

increases from zero, then, is due to the solution H2 arising from the 
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Fig. 5.2 Power vs. gust orientation. Mco = .6, kkt = 2.5. 
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Fig. 5.3 Power vs. gust orientation. Moo = .6, kkt = 5.6. 
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Fig. 5.4 Power vs. gust orientation. Moo = .6, kkt = 9. 



volume source in Goldstein's wave equation. The peaks of the curves 

shift to the right with increasing loading on the airfoil. Th~ shift is 

actually considerable; a change in the peak from knp/kt equal 0 to 1 

corresponds to a 45 degree rotation by the wavevector. The scale on 

the plots is misleading in this regard. Interestingly, the shift of the 

maximum to the right seems to be independent of the wavenumber kt, at 

1 east at this Mach number. This is a bit suprising, since the vol ume 

source is strongly dependent upon kt. 

As k·kt increases, the radiated power goes down due to the 

increase in frequency, but loading effects become more important 

relative to the no-loading case. Part of the explanation for this 

phenomenon is the reduction in interference from the trailing edge, 

since the strength of the trailing-edge scattered field decreases with 

loading. The dependence of the scattered field intensity on loading 

will be discussed in Section 5.3. 

We repeated the calculations for k·kt = 5.6 at Mach numbers of 

0.4 and 0.8. The results are shown in Figs. (5.5) and (5.6). The effect 

of increased Mach number for the loaded airfoil is substantial, as one 

can see from a comparison of Figs. (5.5), (5.3), and (5.6). Note the 

difference in scale. The important mechanisms behind the increase in 

power with Mach number will be identified in Section 5.2. The tendency 

of the curves is to shift to the right with increases in Mach number, 

as was the case for increases in loading. This is to be expected, since 

the more compressible the flow is, the larger (i.e. more cambered or at 

higher incidence) the airfoils appear. The l/am in front of all of the 
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Fi g. 5.5 Power vs. gust orientation. M.., = .4, kkt = 5.6. 
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Fig. 5.6 Power vs. gust orientation. Moo = .8, kkt = 5.6. 



loading parameters is evidence of the similarity between increases in 

loading and increases in compressibility. The origin of the second peak 

in the power plot at Mach number 0.8, and in Fig. (5.4) where MIlO = 0.6 

and k·kt = 9, is not understood at this time. 

Another interesting feature of the sound field is the symmetry 

with respect to incidence angle and gust orientation. Physically, a 

fl at pl ate at incidence angl e a encountering a convected disturbance 

whose wavevector makes an angle u with the real axis is equivalent to 

a flat plate at angle -a encountering a disturbance with wavevector at 

angle -u. Shown in Fig. (5.7) is the power produced under the 

conditions of Fig. (5.3), but for a = 30 and _30. The two curves are 

symmetric about the kn = 0 axis. Thus, the data described so far for 

positive incidence angles may be obtained for negative incidence angles 

by reflecting the curves across the kn = 0 axis. An additional 

consequence of the symmetry property ;s that for a gust with kn = 0, 

(one with purely vertical velocity fluctuations), the power is a 

quadratic function of the incidence angle a near a = O. This is because 

the sound field must change in the same way whether the incidence 

angle is raised or lowered, as there is no directional preference to 

the gust. Hence for kn = 0, the power is equal to the power for an 

unloaded airfoil plus 0(a2), and the power curves should all intersect 

the kn = 0 axis near the point where the unloaded solution does. This 

is indeed the case, as we see from Figs. (5.2) through (5.6). 
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Fig. 5.7 Power vs. gust orientation curves ill ustrating symmetry 
with respect to a, knp • Moo = .6, kkt = 5.6. 
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As a final investigation into gust-orientation effects, we 

consider a three-dimensional gust. We wish to observe the effect of 

increasing kg while keeping Ag zero. The sound field is much like that 

for a two-dimensional gust, except that the effective frequency 

decreases. (See (2.12b).) As kg increases, the interaction angle 

between the gust wavefront and the leading edge of the infinite-span 

airfoil increases from 0 degrees, and the trace speed of the gust along 

the edge of the airfoil decreases. When the trace speed becomes 

subsonic there is no more sound generated, i.e., cut-off is reached. As 

the acoustic wavenumber w approaches zero, care must be taken in 

interpreting our high-frequency solution. This issue is discussed in 

Section 5.2. Here we simply all ow w to go to zero, as we are most 

interested in how rapidly the power drops with small changes in kg, 

particularly for non-zero incidence. The power vs. kg curves are shown 

in Fig. (5.8) for ai = 0, 3, and 6 degrees. We see that except near 

cut-off, the decrease in power with increasing kg is slight, although it 

is more for larger values of airfoil incidence. 

5.2 Behavior with Changing Mach Number 

To study the effect of changing the Mach number, we want to 

examine our solution for the widest range of subsonic Mach numbers, 

incl uding the 1 imit as Moo tends to zero. When the Mach number 

approaches zero, t~e acoustic wavelength becomes long .compared to the 

airfoil chord. This fact does not affect our leading-edge solution, 

which is essentially a gust-scattering problem. (We continue to assume 

that k·kt is large, i.e., that the gust wavelength is short compared to 
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Fig. 5.8 Power vs. spanwise wavenumber. knp/kt = 2, kkt = 8, 
Moo = .6. 
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the airfoil chord.) However, subsequent steps in the iteration scheme 

for high frequencies (described in Chapter 1) involve the sca!tering of 

acoustic waves. As the acoustic wavelength increases, the iterations 

converge more slowly. One can see the slow convergence in the 

trail ing .. edge part of sol ution (4.43). For 1 arge kw the asymptotic 

expansion of the Fresnel integral can be used for most angles, and the 

trailing-edge contribution is 0(1/11<) relative to the leading edge. 

When kw is small, though, the asymptotic expansion is inapplicable and 

the function remains 0(1). 

In order to avoid the issue of series convergence associated 

with the trai 1 ing-edge correction, we consider only the 1 eading-edge 

solution in this section. This also allows us to isolate the sound

generating mechanims, since the trailing edge serves only to scatter 

leading-edge sound. Our problem is now equivalent to the scattering of 

a convected disturbance by a semi-infinite plate. 

In Figs. (5.9), (5.10), and (5.11), we plot the amount of power 

radiated by the leading edge alone as a function of Mach number. 

Curves are drawn for three different incidence angles for each of the 

three gust orientations. The trend with increasing Mach number is 

clear from these plots. For a loaded airfoil, the normalized power 

increases linearly at low Mach numbers and very rapidly at higher Mach 

numbers. For an unloaded airfoil, the power increases approximately 

linearly at all Mach numbers. The radiated power is greatest for 

knp/kt near 1, consistent with the concl usions of Section 5 .• 1. The 

reader is reminded that normal ized power is plotted. Actual power 

contains an additional U; (or M;) dependence. 
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Leading-edge power vs. Mach number. knp/kt = 1, kkt = 6. 
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Fig. 5.10 Leading-edge power vs. Mach number. knp/kt = 2, kkt = 6. 
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Leading-edge power vs. Mach number. knp/kt = -1, kkt = 6. 



The mechanisms responsible for the increase in sound power 

level with increasing Mach number can be identified through an analysis 

of our 1 ocal-l eading-edge sol utions Ho' HI' and H2• The function Hl 

accounts for nonuniform-propagation effects, as well as blocking by the 

airfoil surface of the gust velocity distortions. The function H2, 

representing the interaction of the gust with the nonuniform mean flow, 

arises from the presence of the volume source term 

1 ( -.) - V· Po V 
Po 

(5.5) 

Due to the single divergence, the source term has the mathematical 

form of a dipole. In terms of pressure, the source is a quadrupole. 

We assess the rel ative efficiency of Hl and H2 as sound-generating 

mechanisms by plotting the power associated with each of them divided 

by the power for the unloaded-sol ution Ho. The plots are given in 

Fig. (5.12), for knp/kt = 2. The functions Hl and H2 are not multiplied 

by the small parameter alk. 

The rapid increase in power as M~ approaches one is expected, 

since small incidence angles produce substantial flow distortions at 

high Mach .numbers. In fact, the linearized mean-flow description is 

invalid at transonic Mach numbers. The singul arities at small Moo are 

more surprising. To understand the nature of these singularities, we 

further divide our ·solution. ~Je split Hl and H2 into "compressiblility" 

and "gust" parts, the compressibi 1 ity parts being those that vanish at 

low Mach numbers. For Hl , the division is made into the first and 
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Power vs. Mach number for individual 1 eading-edge 
solutions. knp/kt = 2. 
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second terms of Eq. (3.13c). The second term vani shes at low Mach 

numbers and is the compressibility part; we label it H1CO• The first 

term is the gust component, which we label H1g • To split H2 we 

expanded the source (5.5): 

1 (-I) - V· Pov 
Po 

(5.6) 

The density gradients in the second term vanish at low Mach number, 

while the first term is nonzero at all Mach numbers since Vi is not 

sol enoida 1. The second term of Eq. (5.6) corresponds to the source 

term 

(5.7a) 

in Eq. (3.14a) for the modified potential H2• Expression (5.7a) gives 

rise to the compressibility solution H2CO • The term 

(5.7b) 

appearing in (3.14a) corresponds to the first term in (5.6) and gives 

rise to the gust sol ution H2g • The powers generated by the four 

separate solutions H1CO ' H19 , H2CO ' and H2g are shown in Fig. (5.13). We 

see that both gust solutions are singular as Mm tends to zero, while 

both compressibility terms vanish in this limit. 
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Power vs. Mach number for "gust" and "compressibil ity" 
leading-edge solutions. knp/kt = 2. 



In the low-Mach-number limit, H2g can be studied analytically. 

As M~ approaches zero the farfield pressure corresponding to-H2g tends 

to 

, (5.8) 

which is the farfield of a two-dimensional monopole. (Eq. (5.8) is for 

the dimensionless pressure; dimensional pressure is proportional to 

M~2.) The monopole field is stronger than the surface-generated field 

Ho (a "three-hal ves pol e") by a factor of 1/y'M~. The ratio of the 

powers associated with H2g and Ho' shown in Fig. (5.13), behaves as 

1/M~. Upon inspection of Eq. (5.7b), the reason for the monopole is 

evident. The volume source does not satisfy conservation of mass (the 

volume integral over all space is nonzero, as one can verify by direct 

integration), and hence is not a really a dipole source but actually a 

monopol e. 

Physically there is no mass source in the fluid, and a monopole 

description acoustic field is incorrect. The problem arises from 

considering the volume source, which produces H1g , separately from the 

surface sourse (see the boundary condition (3.11b)), which produces H2g • 

Indeed, the farfield pressure associated with H1g is the negative of 

(5.8), i.e., a monopole in H1g cancels the one in H2g • The logical 

succeeding step is to combine H1g and H2g into the total gust solution 

H12g • The power associated with Hl2g is shown in Fig. (5.14), along with 

the compressibility solutions. The new gust solution is bounded with 
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respect to Ho for low Mach numbers, indicating th.at its leading-order 

behavior is that due to a "three-hal ves pol e," whose pressure is 

proportional to M£ (~ in dimensional form). The second-order term in 

the small-Moo expansion for HI2g is a dipole, proportional to M;j2. 

Similar power calculations were performed for knp/kt values of 0, 0.5, 

and 1.0. The plots are shown in Figs. (5.15), (5.16), and (5.17). 

The data contained in Figs. (5.14)-(5.17) cover a wide range of 

parameters of practical interest. Because the magnitude of the 

individual solutions was taken in computing powers, the results apply 

for negative values of knp/kt as well. The calculation for HIC is 

completely general, since this solution depends only on the quantities 

An and kt, and in the same way as the unloaded solution Ho. Hence, the 

power curve for HIC is identical on all of Figs. (5.14)-(5.17). Since 

the small parameter arK could be factored out, the graphs apply for 

all values of loading. One need only scale them by the small 

parameter to determine the effects of Mach number on the field for a 

loaded airfoil. The trends in Figs. (5.14)-(5.17) with increasing knp/kt 

are consistent with what was observed in Section 5.1. For very small 

knp/kt (gust velocities almost normal to the airfoil surface), and Mach 

numbers below about 0.6, the total power is approximately what one 

would get for an unloaded airfoil. However, loading effects become 

important with very small changes in knp/kt. When knp/kt is equal to 

0.5, the ratio of the power for HI2g to that for Ho is equal to 5 at a 

Mach number of zero. For Moo = 0.6 the ratio of the powers is· 10. 
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Power vs. Mach number for "compressibl ity" and "combined 
gust" sol utions. knp/kt = O. 
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Fig. 5.16 Power vs. Mach number for "compressibi1 ity" and "combined 
gust" sol utions. knp/kt = .5. 
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Power vs. Mach number for "compressibility" and "combined 
gust" sol utions. knp/kt = 1. 



Interestingly, the power curve for the gust solution is almost 

independent of Mach number until Mm reaches about 0.5. 
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From Figs. (5.14)-(5.17), the following general comments can be 

made about the behavior of the sound field with Mach-number variation. 

Compressibility effects are negligible until the Mach number reaches 

about 0.5. Compressibility effects become very important as the Mach 

number increases beyond 0.5, though the small-perturbation mean flow 

assumption is invalid very close to Mm = 1. For knp/kt less than one, 

sound generation due to local scattering of acoustic waves, described 

by HIC ' is the dominant compressibility effect. For knp/kt greater than 

one, the interaction of mean density gradients with the convected 

disturbance, contained in Hu , is the strongest compressibility sound 

source. Gust distortion effects are important at all Mach numbers, 

except for very small values of knp/kt. For Mach numbers less 

than 0.5, the importance of gust-distortion effects rel ative to the 

zero-loading solution hardly changes with Mach number. At an Mm of 

about 0.5 or 0.6, gust-distortion effects begin to produce 1 arge 

increases in power over the unloaded case. 

The effects of Mach number variation just described can also be 

qualitatively seen in pressure directivity patterns. In Figs. 

(5.18)-(5.21), 1 eading-edge pressure directivity patterns are displ ayed 

for k·kt = 6 and a = 3°. Total patterns are shown, i.e., Po+alK (PI+P2). 

In Figs. (5.18a,b,c) and (5.19a,b), knp/kt is 1.73 and the Mach number 

assumes the val ues 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. The same Mach numbers 

apply in Figs. (5.20a,b,c) and (5.21a,b), but there knp/kt is equal 

to -.577. We first examine the case where knp/kt is 1.73. 
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a) b) 

c) 

Fig. 5.18 (a,b,c) Leading-edge pressure directivity patterns. 
ai = 3°, kkt = 6, knp/kt = 1.73. (a) MIX) = O. (b) MIX) = .2. 
(c) MIX) = .4. 
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b) 

Fig. 5.19 (a,b) Leading-edge pressure directivity patterns. eli = 3°, 
kkt = 6, knp/kt = 1.73. (a) Moo = .6. (b) Moo = .8. 
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a) b) 

c) 

Fig. 5.20 (a,b,c) Leading-edge pressure directivity patterns. 
ai = 3°, kkt = 6, knp/kt =-.577. (a) Moo = 0 •. (b) Moo = .2. 
(c) Moo = .4. 



Fig. 5.21 
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a) 

b) 

(a,b) Leading-edge pressure directivity patterns. ai = 3°, 
kkt = 6, knp/kt =-.577. (a) Moo = .6. (b) Moo = .8. 



The pattern in Fig. (5.18) is a cardioid, having the cos ~ 

functional form in Prandtl-Glauert space. This pattern is due to the 

"three-halves pole" fields arising from the no-loading solution Ho and 

the part of H12g representing the scattering of the volume source by 

the airfoil. The solution H12g also contains a dipole component; it is 

O(iMoo) weaker than the "three-halves" ,pole and distorts slightly the 

cardioid of Fig. (5.1Sa) at low Mach numbers, as we see in Figs. 

(5.1Sb,c). Notice the small amount of upstream radiation and slight 

jump across the wake in pressure magnitude. At higher rel ative Mach 

numbers, compressibility effects enter and distort the directivity 

patterns considerably more. In Figs. (5.19a,b) for Mach numbers .6 and 

.S, the profile is stretched in the y-direction, and there is a 

significant amount of upstream radiation relative to the Moo = 0 case. 

The trend is simil ar but more extreme in Figs. (5.20) and (5.21) 

for knp/kt = -.577. The jump in pressure magnitude across the wake at 

the low Mach numbers .2 and .4 is greater for knp/kt = -.577 than it 

was for knp/kt = 1.73. The pattern is also beginning to show asymmetry 

at Moo = .4. The plot for Moo = .6 (Fig. (5.21a)) shows much more 

radiation above the airfoil than below it, considerable upstream radi

ation, and a significant jump in pressure magnitude across the wake. 

Almost all of the characteristics of the Moo = 0 plot of Fig. (5.20a) 

are gone. At Moo = .S, compressibility effects dominate and the pattern 

is completely different from the incompressible result. The radiation 

is almost entirely above the airfoil, and lobes have begun to appear 

below the airfoil. 
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The division of our solution into HIe, H2c, and HI2g made our 

originally singular solutions for HI and H2 understandable. Part of the 

motivation for our original decomposition was to separate volume source 

effects, for comparison with the acoustic analogy. We now briefly 

describe an acoustic-analogy approach to our problem. 

5.2.1 Comparison with the Acoustic Analogy 

Here we present the general theory of Ffowcs Williams and 

Hawkings (1969a), and apply it to our specific problem. We assume no 

entropy fluctuations are present. 

The acoustic-analogy approach is based on Lighthill's equation, 

which for an inviscid gas (assuming also that the acoustic pressure is 

equal to the density times the speed-of-sound squared) is 

a2 
( P U," uJ" ) aXi aXj 

(5.9) 

Here p is the total density, ui the total velocity, and p'= p - Po is 

the acoustic density. Also, for this analysis Cartesian rather than 

potential-streamline coordinates will be used. We decompose the 

velocity field into a uniform flow in the x-direction plus a small 

correction term: 

(5.10) 

Inserting Eq. (5.10) into (5.9) we obtain the convective form of 

Lighthill's equation, 



[ aU a J2' 2 v2' = at + co ax P - aco P • (5.11) 

We now further decompose the velocity field by writing Ui as the sum of 

a steady-potential-flow perturbation velocity plus a vortical 

disturbance: 

(5.12) 

If mean-flow effects on the vortical disturbance are not accounted for 

(as is likely in an acoustic-analogy approach), the vortical disturbance 

is simply convected at the mean-flow speed Uco• The di sturbance 

remains solenoidal and is hence given the superscript "SHe The mean

flow perturbation velocity Ui P is O(a} (except in the local-leading-edge 

region, where it is O(alk)} relative to UCOJ and the vortical disturbance 

is assumed to be O(e:} with e:«a. Inserting Eq. (5.12) into the source 

term of (5.11), we find that several combinations arise. The square of 

Ui P results in a steady source term which produces no sound (only a 

higher correction to the mean flow) and is not of interest to us. The 

nonlinear unsteady source term is O(e:2) and can be neglected. The 

important term is the O(ae:) interaction of the nonuniform mean flow 

with the vortical disturbance. With this source term Lighthill's 

equation is, 

1 [a + Uco aaxJ2 p' - V2p' = 
~ at 

2 P a2 (u,· p U· s 
aXi aXj J 

(5.13) 
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where we have switched dependent variable to the acoustic pressure 

pi (= a; pi) for convenience. Since terms of higher order tha-n ae: are 

negelected, the total density p appearing in the source can be replaced 

by its value far from the airfoil, P~. Also, it is advantageous to 

perform the differentiation in the source and make use of the 
s solenoidality of ui. We then have 

• (5.14) 

One can determine the influence of nonuniform mean flow on the 

acoustic field via the acoustic analogy by solving Eq. (5.14) along with 

the no-flow boundary condition on the body and the radiation condition 

at infinity. Ffowcs Williams and Hall (1970) utilized this approach to 

study the sound generation by turbulent flow in the vicinity of a 

scattering half plane. Mani (1974) and Goldstein (1974) also used the 

approach to calculate fan noise due to inlet turbulence. In these two 

investigations the potential flow through the rotor cascade was modeled 

as that due to an infinite row of point vortices. Vorticity distortion 

and non-uniform propagation effects are not generally included in 

theories based on the acoustic analogy. 

In order to compare the acoustic-analogy approach with rapid

distortion theory, we must convert Goldsteinls equation (2.4e) to an 

equation for the acoustic pressure. This is accomplished by operating 

on both sides with -Po Do/Dt. Such an operation yields many terms 

representing nonuniform propagation effects on the 1 eft side of 
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the equation. Ignoring these terms and retaining only the uniform

medium wave operator {but keeping the complete source term),-we have 

Here Vii is the convected disturbance of Eq. (2.8). It is convenient to 

expand the derivative of the product in the source term and rewrite the 

source as 

o 1 + 1 0 o [av. I V· I ap ] 
- Po TIt aXi Po aXi • (5.16) 

The first term in Eq. (5.16), which weill temporarily label sourcel' can 

be written as 

a 0 v· 1 au/ aVil 
-Po - ~ + P ----aXi ut 0 aXi aXj (o.17) 

where we have utilized the mean-flow decomposition Uoi = Uao 61i + Ui P• 

The convected disturbance satisfies the linearized momentum equation 

(see Eq. (2.4d)) 

o v· 1 

_0_1_ + v. 1 a u· P = U 
Dt J aXj 1 

Utilizing this result in Eq. (5.17), we obtain 

a [ a ] au/ aVi I 

sourcel = Po aXi Vjl aXj Ui P + Po aXi aXj • (5.18) 
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The second term in Eq. (5.18), which we call source2, can to O(ae:) 

accuracy be written as 

a Dcopo 
source2 = -v,' I - ~ • 

aXi ut 

By the mean-flow continuity equation, 

Hence the second term in the source becomes 

a au'P 
source2 = Po vi I ax,. _J_ aXj 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

Adding the results of Eqs. (5.18) and (5.20) and utilizing Po = P~ + O(a) 

to replace the mean density with the uniform flow value, we obtain the 

following equation for the acoustic pressure 

1 [.!.. + u .!..J2 pi _ V2pl 2 [ avj' 
2 at ~ ax = P~ ax,' 
a~ 

au' P a2u' P ] 
-'- + v· 1 

-'-ax' J ax' a· J , J 
(5.21) 

The difference between Eq. (5.21) of rapid-distortion theory and 

Eq. (5.14) obtained from the acoustic analogy lies in the representation 

of the vortical disturbance. In general the two representations are 

unequal since rapid-distortion theory accounts for the distortion of the 

gust by the nonuniform mean flow. However, in the local-leading-edge 

region, where the sound generation is concentrated, a close 
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correspondence can be made. We now examine the local-leading-edge 

expansion of the expression for the convected disturbance. 

The local-leading-edge expansion of the drift function, given in 

Eq. (3.5b), is 

-4 12. a 
9 ..... RI/2 cose /2 • 

Hence the drift function in the local-leading-edge region is zero to the 

desi red order of accuracy. Al so, locally the gust ampl itude can be 

approximated by its value at upstream infinity: 

Hence in the local-leading-edge region Eq. (2.8) for the convected 

disturbance becomes 

(5.22) 

where (~,~) are the local coordinates introduced before Eq. (3.5) and 

all variables are nondimensional. (Recall that in Chapter 2, 

dimensional variables were used.) In the local-leading-edge region, 

(5.23) 

and 

(5.24) 

where Xl = kXI and X2 = kX2 and (xI,X2) are the standard Cartesian 

coordinates. Since the physical wavenumber is 6 ... kn' the local-
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leading-edge expansion for the phase in (5.22) is 

(5.25) 

This is the phase for a solenoidal gust. From Eqs. (5.22) and (5.25) we 

can conclude that locally, V' = Ujs to the accuracy we are considering. 

Hence, Eq. (5.21) is equivalent to (5.14). 

What we have shown is that distortion of the vortica1 velocity 

by the mean flow is unimportant in the source term. In other words, in 

the equation for pressure and in the local-leading-edge region, 

convected and sol enoida1 gusts are interchangeab1 e. Therefore the 

quadrupole source term for the acoustic analogy and rapid-distortion 

theory is identical. The suprising implication of this result is that 

the acoustic-analogy approach 1 eads to the prediction of a monopo1 e 

farfie1 d behavi or at low Mach number, if one approximates Tij by Pao 

u~uj and uses the homogeneous boundary condition aplan = O. This 

conc1 usion foll ows si nce sol ving the pressure equation (5.21) is 

equivalent to first solving the potential equation and then 

differentiating to obtain pressure. The potential equation with the 

homogeneous boundary condition possessed a monopole farfie1d solution, 

hence, so must the pressure equation. 

We will now obtain the local-leading-edge solution to the 

pressure equation (5.14) with the homogeneous boundary condition, to 

verify the prediction of the monopole for small Mach numbers. In the 

limit Mao + 0, the potential field is solenoidal and the first term of 

the source in (5.14) ( or (5.21) ) vanishes. The second term can be 
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expanded using the following expressions for the potential and vortical 

velocities. 

ul-iul = n. a fK R-l/2 [cos~ - iSin~J (5.26a) 

• (5.26b) 

All coordinates are Cartesian coordinates centered on the ai rfoi 1 
p 

leading edge. Utilizing Eqs. (5.26a,b) in the second term of the source 

in (5.14), we obtain 

where 

A source term of the same mathematical form was encountered in the 

equation for H2• ( See (3.14a).) Hence, the solution to the following 

equations: 

a2p a2p ax2 + aY2 +. w2p = source 

aP I aY Y=O = 0 , 

with w = M..,k x and the source term as in (5.27), can be obtained by 

analogy with (3.15). The symmetric part of the solution is 
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where 

and 

((A+kx)f l (A)+ikyf2(A)) ea(A,X,Y) dA 

IA+kx IA2-W2 (A-AI) (A-A2) 

hY(A,X,Y) = -iAX - IYI/(A+kx)(A+kx') , 

a(A,X,Y) = -iAX - IYI'(A+W)(A-W) , 

ehY(A tXt Y)dA 
(A-AI}(A-A2) 

(S.28a) 

(S.28b) 

(S.28c) 

(S.28d) 

(S.28e) 

(S.28f) 

The wavenumber kx has a small positive imaginary part, and kx' has a 

small negative imaginary part. The solution in the acoustic farfield, 

where wR » 1, can be obtained by expanding the integral with the 

acoustic phase by the method of steepest descents. The result, in the 

limit Moo + at is 
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Psource,sym 
= -i[k x f]{O) + ikyf2(0)] eiwR 

4 Al A2 '2MCXlkx 'kxR 
(5.29) 

In the simple case of a gust with only vertical velocity fluctuations, 

i.e. Ax = ky = 0, Eq~ (5.29) reduces to 

-i f2 Ay kx 
Psource,sym ..., 

'MCXI kx R 

the pressure for a two-dimensional monopole. 

, (5.30) 

In the limit as MCXI + 0, the sound-generating region becomes a 

compact source. The source is compact because the sound is produced in 

the local-leading-edge region, which scales on the gust wavelength. At 

low f4ach numbers the convected wavelength is short compared to the 

acoustic wavelength. Equation (5.30) is the expression for the pressure 

many acoustic wavelengths from the airfoil leading edge. An 

interesting intermediate limit of the solution is the acoustic field at 

a distance large compared to the convected wavelength but short 

compared to the acoustic wavelength. The behavior in this region 

should resemble that due to an incompressible "monopole", i.e., a simple 

mass source. The logarithmic nature of the field appropriate for a 

t wo-di mensi ona 1 mass sou rce can be ext racted by expandi ng the exact 

solution in (5.28a) in the following way. 
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In the limit as R tends to infinite and w tends to zero, with 

Rw still small, the acoustic solution is proportional to the following 

integral: 

I =r 
-co 

Differentiating (5.31) with respect to R, we have 

where 

N(A,a) = 

.Ql = I co N(A,a) e-hlcosa-Rlsinal/(A-iE)(A+h:) dA 
dR 

-co 

((A+kx)f1(A) + ikyf2().)) (-i).cosa-lsinal/(A-iE}(A+ie:}) 

IHkx I(A-ie:}().+ie:} ().-).1)().-A2) 

(5.31) 

(5.32a) 

• (5.32b) 

The integral in (5.32) is the second type of integral considered in 

Appendix B, the type with no saddle point in the exponent of the 

integrand. The branch cuts for two of the square roots are shown in 

Fig. (B.3). An additional branch cut emanating from A = -kx is also 

required, similar to the one from). = -6 shown in Fig. (B.2). (Fig. (B.2) 

appl ies to integral s with the saddle-point phase.) The expansion of 

(5.32) as R + co can be obtained according to the procedure in Appendix B 

integrals, except that one must account for the intersectio~ of the 

branch cut from A = -kx with the steepest-descent path. As shown in 

Appendix B for the saddle-point expansion, the error incurred by 
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detouring around the branch cut is exponentially small. The rest of the 

procedure is as outlined for integrals with the hydrodynamic phase. We 

find that 

(5.33) 

The function N().,e) approaches a constant in ). as ). + 0; hence the 

asymptotic expansion is proportional to 1/R rather than R-l/2 like the 

example of Appendix B (where the kernal function goes as ).-1/2 near). = 

0.) By integrating (5.33) with respect to R, we see that the integral 

I, and hence the solution Psource,sym, contains the logR term 

characteristic of an incompressible monopole. 

The monopole arising in the acoustic-analogy approach, like the 

one in rapid-distortion theory, can be removed by accounting for 

vorticity distortion on the boundary. The correct boundary condition is 

not apjan = 0 on the airfoil surface. By taking the substantial 

derivative of the boundary condition (2.4i) of rapid-distortion theory, 

we obtain 

(5.34) 

Utilizing the linearized momentum equation (2.4d) for the vortical 

velocity, and ignoring U(a2k) terms, we obtain the correct boundary 

condition for the pressure: 
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ap I aUi P 
ni aXi = Poo ni Vj aXj (5.35) 

We have gone to considerable effort to show that the acoustic 

analogy method with a very "reasonable" boundary condition, aPlan = 0, 

incorrectly predicts the farfield sound at low Mach numbers. We have 

gone to such effort because of the popularity of the acoustic analogy. 

We emphasize that care must be taken in utilizing the acoustic analogy, 

that is, one must use the boundary condition (5.35) in order to avoid 

the monopole singularity. We also remark that even the "modified" 

acoustic analogy approach would not account for sound generation due to 

local scattering of acoustic waves, contained in the term HIC of the 

rapid-distortion theory sol ution. The sol ution HIC was found to be 

important at higher Mach numbers and smaller values of knp/kt. 

5.3 Mean Loading Effects 

We return to our parametric study of Eqs. (4.43). Unlike in 

Section 5.2, both the leading-edge and trailing-edge solutions are 

included. Also, airfoils with various camber distributions will be 

considered. 

The effects of mean loading on the sound field are contained in 

the three parameters CXeff, ag' and ex;. The fi rst controll ing parameter 

CXeff = ex; - alc is an "effective incidence angle", or, more precisely, 

the stength of the flow around the leading edge. For the configuration 

shown in Fig. (4.1), we define clockwise flow around the leading edge to 

be positive and counter-clockwise f10w to be negative. It was found in 



our local-trailing-edge analysis that the second small parameter 

a a · . /300. h· 1 1/· 9 = 1 + a2C 1S tt;tr t1mes t e C1rcu ation, or 21T t1mes the lift 

coefficient for the airfoil. In ag the effects of incidence angle and 

camber are generally additive, since usually incidence angle and camber 

both contribute to the lift. In aeff, however, incidence angle and 

camber often tend to offset one another. The camber contribution to 

aeff, _alC, is negative whenever the maximum displacement of the 

airfoil is reached in front of the mid-chord and positive when the 

maximum is reached behind the midchord. (See Eq. (4.4c).) For a 

symmetric airfoil such as a circular arc alC is zero, indicating that at 

zero-incidence angle the mean flow is tangent to the airfoil at the 

leading edge. Thus, a cambered airfoil having a maximum displacement 

in front of the mid-chord and a nonzero angle of attack has flow 

induced counterclockwise around the leading edge due to camber and 

clockwise due to incidence angle. In addition to the parameters ag and 

aeff, the incidence angle Qi appears by itself in the phase of the 

trailing-edge solution. 

An i nteresti ng question to ask is whi ch parameter, if any, 

dominates in determining the properties of the acoustic farfield. To 

address this question we first investigate how the total radiated power 

changes as a function of the mean lift on the airfoil. The airfoil 

total loading was varied in several ways. First, we simply increased 

the incidence angle for a flat plate. Second, we increased the camber 

on an airfoil at zero incidence. This was accomplished by multiplying 
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the camber line of a NACA 63 (6% maximum displacement at 30% chord) 
-

airfoil by various scaling factors. As a third example a circular-arc 

airfoil (5% maximum displacement) was considered at various incidence 

angles, both positive and negative. The last experiment was identical 

to the third one except this time the airfoil was the NACA 63. The 

four airfoils interacted with a convected disturbance having values of 

7 for k.kt, U for k3, and 1 for knp/kt. The Mach number was 0.6. 

The results are plotted versus airfoil lift coefficient in 

Fig. (5.22). One interesting feature of the figure is the large increase 

in power with increasing lift for the flat plate. The power increases 

by a factor of 4 over about a six degree increase in incidence angle. 

The opposite is true for the NACA 63 airfoil. The power decreases by a 

factor of 2 over the same change in lift. The power for the circular 

arc drops a slight amount before beginning to increase at a lift 

coefficient of about 0.075. The power for the variable camber airfoil 

monotonically decreases at a slow rate. From the plots in Fig. (5.22) 

it can be concluded that mean loading should not be ignored in 

turbomachinery noise-prediction models. It can also be concluded that 

mean loading alone does not accurately correlate the amount of power 

generated in the interaction of gusts with loaded airfoils. 

Since the primary noise generation occurs in the leading-edge 

region, one might expect a better correlation on the strength of the 

flow around the leading edge, aeff. To test this hypothesis, we 

replotted the above data against aeff. As Fig. (5.23) shows,the graphs 
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for the four cases are nearly indistinguishable. For the conditions in 

which these calculations were made, aeff is clearly the d~minant 

parameter. 

To examine the universality of aeff as a correlating parameter, 

we repeated the above test at Mach numbers of 0.45 and 0.75. The 

results are plotted in Figs. (5.24)-(5.27). We will return in the next 

paragraph to the analysis of the curves; for now we observe the 

excellent correlation with aeff in Figs. (5.25) and (5.27). The 

correlation holds across gust orientations as well. In Figs. (5.28) and 

(5.29) power calculations are shown for knp/kt = O. For Figs. (5.30) 

and (5.31), knp/kt is -1. In all of the calculations thus far, the 

high-frequency parameter k.kt was equal to 7. Figures (5.32) and (5.33) 

demonstrate that the correlation also holds at a relatively low 

frequency, where k.kt is equal to 2.1. 

All of Figs. (5.22)-(5.33) can be understood from Fig. (5.34), 

which shows the general forms for the power vs. aeff curves. The 

power vs. aeff plots of Figs. (5.23), (5.25), (5.27), (5.29), (5.31), 

(5.33) are portions of larger curves such as those shown in Fig. (5.34). 

The portions we displayed correspond to the parts of the larger curves 

that are of most practical interest. The minimum points on the generic 

curves in Fig. (5.34) represent the point at which the sound field due 

to loading effects combined with the unloaded solution radiates the 

least power. This is not normally the point aeff = O. It is, however, 

for the case where knp/kt equals zero. By thinking of aeff as an 

effective incidence angle for a flat plate, the symmetry property 
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discussed in Section 5.1 requires that the power curve possess a local 

minimum at cxeff = O. The minimum at cxeff = 0 is apparent in Fig. 

(5.29). The symmetry property can be observed by examining Fig. (5.23) 

where knp/kt = 1 and Fig. (5.31) where knp/kt = -1. Thinking of cxeff as 

an effective incidence angle also allows us to apply all of the power 

results in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 to cambered airfoils. A result for a 

flat plate at a given incidence angle holds quite accurately for any 

cambered airfoil having an cxeff equal to the given incidence angle. 

The reason for the wide amount of scatter observed when power 

is plotted against lift coefficient is now clear. Two airfoils having 

the same 1 ift can have very different 1 eading-edge flow strengths. 

Points corresponding to the same lift may even lie on opposite sides of 

the power vs. cxeff "parabol a" of Fig. (5.34). For example, the variable 

camber airfoil at 10% maximum displacement and the flat plate at 10 

degrees incidence generate approximately the same amount of lift. The 

leading-edge flow strength is large and positive for the flat plate and 

slightly negative for the cambered airfoil. Consequently, the sound 

power output is much greater for the fl at pl ate. The comparison 

between the flat plate and the variable-camber airfoil also points out 

that camber is much less effective than incidence angle for changing 

cxeff. The reason is that for most practical airfoils, the point of 

maximum displacement is near enough to the mid-chord that the integral 

defining cxlc is small. 

The strong correlation with cxeff implies that the trailing-edge 

contribution is in some sense small, since the correlation becomes 
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exact when the trailing edge is omitted. Under some circumstances the 

amplitude of the trailing-edge field is negligibly small, for the 

following reason. For an unloaded airfoil, the leading-edge rays above 

and below the airfoil are 180 degrees out of phase. Hence, the 

pressure jump across the trailing edge and therefore the strength of 

the scattered fiel d is a maximum. When loading is introduced, the 

phase distortion from the nonuniform mean flow causes the waves to be 

less out of phase. The result is that the pressure jump for a loaded 

airfoil is equal to cos{2'IT<XgkV(0)) times that for zero loading. V{ B) is 

defined after Eq. (4.43). The cosine factor is maximum for <Xg = 0, and 

decreases as ag moves away from O. For agk = 0(1), the decrease can be 

appreciable. As an example, the ratio of leading-edge to trailing-edge 

power outputs is 3.3 for a flat plate airfoil at no incidence 

encountering a gust with k·kt = 7 and knp/kt = 1. The Mach number is 

0.6. Under the same conditions but with the airfoil at a six degree 

incidence angle, the ratio of leading-edge to trailing-edge power 

outputs is 5.7. 

Another factor contributes to the lack of influence of the 

trailing edge towards the total power output. The numerous 

constructive and destructive interferences arising from the leading

edge-trailing-edge interaction have a small integrated effect. 

The power increase in one direction is cancelled by a decrease at 

another angle. To test this claim we plotted several directivity 

patterns, which are shown in Figs. (5.35) and (5.36). 

Fig. (5.35a) is the pressure pattern for the sound field 

generated by a flat-plate airfoil at zero incidence interacting with a 
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gust for which k·kt is 7.5, Mao = .6, and knp/kt is 0.5. Figs. (5.35b) 

and (5.35c) represent cases where 0eff is still zero but Og nonzero. In 

(5.35b) the airfoil is a NACA 1030 (1O percent displacement at 30 

percent chord) at an incidence angle of 2.75 degrees. Fig. (5.35c) 

applies to a NACA 1530 (15 percent displacement) airfoil at an incidence 

angle of 4.1 degrees. The power values for the three figures are .06, 

.063, and .065. In Fig. (5.35a) there is symmetry of the pattern across 

the xl axis and no downstream radiation. The symmetry is broken in 

Fig. (5.35b), with the mean-flow distortion on top of the airfoil adding 

to the phase cancellation for x2 > 0 and subtracting from it for x2 < o. 
There is also considerable downstream radiation, because the nonuniform 

mean flow has created a component to the leading-edge field which is 

continuous across the wake. Fig. (5.35c) is a more extreme version of 

(5.35b) •. Because the loading is greater, the effect of the mean flow 

on the leading-edge-trailing-edge phase cancellation is enhanced. The 

number of lobes in the pattern below the airfoil is much less than the 

number above. The amount of downstream radiation has also increased. 

For Figs. (5.36a,b), the Mach number is 0.6, k·kt is 7.5 and 

knp/kt is 0.5. The leading edge .flow strength is 0.05 for both figures. 

In Fig. (5.36a) the airfoil is a flat plate at 2.3 degrees incidence, and 

the radiated power is 0.093. Fig. (5.36b) corresponds to a NACA 1030 

airfoil at 5 degrees incidence. The power is 0.096. The number of 

lobes above and below the airfoil differs little for the flat plate, 

but is considerable for the NACA 1030. The difference in downstream 



Fig. 5.35 (a,b,c) Total farfield pressure directivity patterns. 
M(X) = .6, kn~/kt = .5, kkt = 7.5. (a) Flat plate at 0°. 
(b) NACA "1030" at 2.75°. (c) NACA "1530" at 4.1°. 
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Fig. 5.36 
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(a,b) Total farfield pressure directivity patterns. 
Moo = .6, knR/kt = .5, kkt = 7.5. (a) Flat plate at 2.3°. 
(b) NACA "1030" at 5°. 
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radiation for the two cases is also substantial. The reason for the 

large difference in pressure patterns for the two airfoils is the 

amount of total loading. The mean lift for the NACA airfoil is six 

times that for the flat plate. 

The directivity patterns have illustrated that total lift has a 

small integrated effect on the sound field, but has a considerable 

effect on the pressure observed at a given location. Hence, if one 

needs to know any details of the sound field, knowledge of the total 

lift is important. If only a global measure is desired, the leading

edge flow strength is a good correlating parameter. 

We have concluded our parametric study on the farfield 

solution. The important conclusions of the investigation will be 

summarized in the next chapter, and some suggestions will be made for 

further parametric studies and improvements on the ones made thus far. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this dissertation, we have investigated the effect of airfoil 

steady loading on the sound generated by the interaction of a zero

thi ckness ai rfoi 1 with a high-frequency convected di sturbance. Our 

analysis was based on Goldstein's rapid-distortion theory, which is a 

linearization of the inviscid equations of motion about a nonuniform 

mean flow. The mean flow was assumed to be two-dimensional, subsonic, 

and nearly uniform. The small parameter a, representing the amount of 

airfoil camber and incidence, and the large parameter k, representing 

the ratio of airfoil chord to disturbance wavelength, were utilized in a 

singular perturbation solution to Goldstein's equations. The product ak 

was assumed to be 0(1). 

The singular perturbation approach identified several 

asymptotic regions. For a flat-plate airfoil, these consisted of the 

local-leading-edge, local-trailing-edge, outer, and transition regions. 

Asymptotic solutions which retained O(alk, 1/1k) terms relative to the 

zero-loading solution, but ignored O(a, a2k, 1/1K) terms, were 

developed in each asymptotic region. In the transition region, a 

closed-form solution for the O(alk) term could be obtained only in the 

geometric-farfiel d (many chord 1 engths away from the ai rfoil). The 

method of matched asymptotic expansions was used to join the solutions 

in the -individual regions. 
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Our solution for the flat plate revealed that essentially all 

of the sound generation is concentrated in the local regions, with the 

leading edge being the pressure source. The interaction of the 

convected disturbance with the leading edge produces sound through a 

variety of mechanisms. In addition to the blocking of the undisturbed 

gust by the ai rfoil surface(the only sound source for an unloaded 

airfoil), these mechanisms include the local scattering of acoustic 

waves, blocking of vorticity distortions by the boundary, and the 

interaction of the gust with the mean flow away from the boundary, as 

represented in the volume source. 

The interaction of the convected disturbance with the trailing 

edge, on the other hand, produces negligible sound. This result is a 

consequence of the Kutta condition at the trailing edge. Due to the 

steady Kutta condition, the volume source is very small at the trailing 

edge, and due to the unsteady Kutta condition, the shed vorticity in the 

wake is essentially a continuation of the bound vorticity in the airfoil 

and no change in boundary condition is felt by the convected 

disturbance. Both the bound and shed vorticity in the local-trailing

edge region convect at the free-stream speed, and hence generate no 

pressure fluctuations. Thus, the trailing edge influences the farfield 

sound only by scattering the acoustic waves generated in the local

leading-edge region. Before describing the scattered field, we review 

the outer leading-edge field. 

The propagation of the sound generated at the leading edge into 

the outer region is described by geometric acoustics. The normals to 
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the surfaces of constant phase are rays emanati ng from the 1 eadi ng 

edge. The phase of the acoustic waves contains ~n O(ak) 0.e., 0(1)) 

distortion aU. due to the propagation in a nonuniform medium. The 

asymptotic matching showed that the amplitude of the waves is the 

amplitude l(e) = lo(s) + all< ell(S) + l2(S)) of the local-leading-edge 

field. 

The zero-loading amplitude lo(S) is antisymmetric with respect 

to the airfoil surface, and hence in the case of zero mean loading the 

waves above and below the airfoil are 180 0 out of phase at the trailing 

edge. The effect of mean loading is to change the convection and sound 

speeds above and below the airfoil, making the waves less out of phase 

at the trailing edge. The trailing-edge pressure jump associated with 

lo' then, is maximum for no mean loading. Steady loading tends to 

decrease the pressure jump, and hence the strength of the trailing-edge 

scattered field, by a factor of magnitude cos(ak). Since the trailing

edge field is weaker than the leading-edge field it scatters by 

0(1/1K), it is not necessary to consider the scattering of the sound 

associated with the O(ali<) terms. ll(S) + l2(S). However, for simplicity 

in writing the final expressions, and in coding these expressions for 

computer analysis, we retained the O(alk) terms in the scattered field. 

The scattered field arising in the local-trailing-edge region to 

cancel the pressure jump in the leading-edge ray-field is the source of 

additional rays in the outer region. The trailing-edge ray field is 

identical in form to the leading-edge ray field; the trailing-edge 
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solution contains an O(ak) phase distortion Glt and an amplitude T(a) 

obtai ned by matching with the 1 oca l-trai 1 i ng-edge region. The ray 

description of the trailing-edge outer field fails at shallow angles, 

however. For trailing-edge angles of size at = 0(1/1K) a transition 

region exists, which is analogous to the transition region in optical 

prob 1 ems between illuminated and shadow regions. In the transiti on 

region, the geometric-acoustics solution gives way to one involving a 

Fresnel integral. 

The analysis for a cambered airfoil was similar to that for a 

flat plate. For a general cambered airfoil, the perturbation mean-flow 

quantities cannot be obtained in closed form, hence closed-form 

solutions to the governing equations could not be found in all regions. 

However, in the farfield limit, we were able to obtain a complete 

analytical solution. 

An additional asymptotic region, which we called the 

transitionc region, is present for a cambered airfoil. It arises out of 

the failure of the leading-edge ray field to satisfy the boundary 

condition on the curved surface. The transitionc region lies above and 

below the airfoil, in a region of angular extent a = o(l/Ik). The 

t ransitionc sol ution accounts for surface-curvature effects and is 

given in terms of an inverse cosine transform. The mathematical form 

of the solution is similar to the Fresnel-integral solution for the 

downstream transition region. We found that while the transitionc 

solution significantly alters the acoustic field on the airfoil surface, 
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it produces only a higher-order effect on the scattered field from the 

trailing-edge and on the total farfield sound. Hence, the conclusions 

for a flat plate discussed in previous paragraphs also apply for a 

cambered airfoil. The major differences in the final solution are that 

for a cambered airfoil the incidence angle appearing in the amplitude 

for the flat plate solution is replaced by the leading-edge flow 

strength aeff, and the incidence angle appearing in the phase is 

replaced by the total mean loading ago 

The solution for the acoustic farfield was investigated through 

a series of parametric studies in Chapter 5. We examined the effects 

of varying the gust orientation, Mach number, and airfoil shape. 

Acoustic power cal cul ations showed that the sound fiel d depends 

strongly on gust orientation. The orientation for a two-dimensional 

gust was measured by the ratio knp/kt of the vertical wavenumber to 

horizontal wavenumber. For zero mean loading, the maximum power 

output occurs for knp/kt equal to zero. The point of maximum power 

shifts to larger values of knp/kt as the mean loading or Mach number 

is increased. This shift is due to changes in the field generated by 

the volume source and the scattering of this field by the airfoil 

1 eading edge. 

To investigate the influence of changing the Mach number, we 

considered only the leading-edge field. This allowed us to let the 

Mach number approach zero without worrying about convergence of the 

leading-edge-trailing-edge the iteration scheme for high frequencies. 

Considering the leading-edge field alone also allowed us to isolate the 
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sound-generating mechanisms, since the trailing edge produces sound 

only by scattering the leading-edge field. Plots of radiated acoustic 

power showed that our division of loading effects into the functions HI 

and H2 produced two terms with monopole singularities as Moo + O. We 

combi ned the si ngu1 ar parts of HI and H2 into a term H12g , whi ch 

remained bounded with respect to the zero-loading sol ution Ho as 

Moo + O. Loading effects were then represented by three terms, H1C ' 

H2C ' and H12g• The terms H1C and H2C represent compressibility effects 

and vanish at low Mach numbers. The sound generated by the local 

scattering of acoustic waves by the nonuniform mean flow is contained 

in H1C • The acoustic field produced by the interaction of mean density 

gradients with the convected disturbance comprises H2C • The solution 

Hl2g is nonzero for all Mach numbers. It accounts for the interaction 

of the gust with the nonuniform mean velocity and the blocking by the 

airfoil of the vortica1 velocity distortions. In general, the magnitude 

of HI2g relative to Ho remains constant as the Mach number increases 

from 0 to about .5. For Moo greater than .5, the magnitude of HI2g 

relative to Ho increases rapidly. The compressibility solutions are 

negligibly small relative to Ho until Moo reaches about .4, at which 

point they grow in importance very rapidly. The sol ution H1C is the 

dominant compressibility sound source for knp/kt less than one, while 

H2C is stronger for knp/kt greater than one. 

While examining the influence of Mach-number variation, we also 

compared our rapid-distortion theory approach with the acoustic 

analogy. A close comparison is possible in the local-leading-edge 
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region, since there the convected disturbance is the same in both 

formulations. We found that the acoustic analogy approach leads to the 

prediction of a monopole singularity as Mco + 0 if one uses the 

homogeneous boundary condition aPlan = O. To obtain the correct result 

using the acoustic analogy, one must account for the blocking of the 

vortical velocity distortions by the airfoil in the boundary condition. 

The primary difference between the acoustic analogy formulation (with 

the correct boundary condition) and rapid-distortion theory is the 

solution HIC • That is, acoustic analogy models which approximate Tij by 

PoUiUj would not account for the generation of sound by nonuniform 

propagation effects. We noted earlier that HIC is very important at 

Mach numbers greater than .4 and values of knp/kt less than one. 

The final section of our parametric study of the farfield 

solution involved mean-loading effects. Plots of acoustic power versus 

steady loading revealed that the radiated power changed substantially 

with loading, and hence that mean loading should not be ignored in 

noise prediction model s. However, the same plots showed that the 

power values correlated poorly with the total loading parameter ago A 

replotting of the same results versus aeff, the leading-edge flow 

strength, produced an excel 1 ent collapse of the points. The 

correl ation with aeff remained strong as the Mach number and gust 

orientation were varied. 

Though total power values correlate very well with leading

edge flow strength aeff alone, total loading ag is also important in 

determining the detail s of the sound fiel d. Pressure di rectivity 
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patterns showed that two acoustic fields can radiate the same total 

power but have very different pressure values at a given location. 

Thus, aeff is an excellent global measure of the sound field, but both 

aeff and ag must be computed for a detailed description. 

Regarding future continuations of the work in this dissertation, 

two important extensions are necessary to properly model 

turbomachinery noise. The first step is to introduce airfoil thickness. 

Shown in Fig. (6.1) is a thin airfoil with thickness. In turbomachinery 

applications, the airfoil leading-edge nose radius is small compared to 

the maximum thickness and very small compared to the airfoil chord. 

For a thin airfoil (T/b « 1) with a parabolic-shaped nose, the scaling 

~/b = O(T/b)2) applies. In that case, it is reasonable to assume that 

the nose radius ~ is roughly equal to the shift in the stagnation point 

from the leading edge due to mean loading. In other words, ~ = O(a2b). 

In the thickness problem, as throughout the dissertation, we assume 

a2b « A. 

Much of the effort required to include airfoil thickness in the 

theory is associated with the extensions to the analysis in the local

leading-edge region. Since the mean flow is assumed to be a small 

perturbation of a uniform flow in the leading edge region, the effects 

of incidence angle, camber, and thickness are locally additive. The 

local mean flow due to thickness will produce additional nonuniform 

propagation effects and vorticity distortions on the airfoil surface, 

and hence a new solution H3 will arise analagous to HI of Chapter 3. 

The interaction of the mean flow due to thickness with the convected 
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Fig. 6.1 Thin airfoil with nonzero thickness. 

disturbance will produce an additional volume source term, and a new 

solution H4 will arrise analagous to H2• The effects of thickness on 

the farfield sound can be assessed only once H3 and H4 have been 

determined. 

The remaining efforts in the thickness program will be 

concentrated on the development of the solution in the stagnation-point 

(or nose-radius) region. The matching of the stagnation-poi nt-region 

solution with the local-leading-edge solution will remove any 

nonuniqueness associated with eigensolutions in the local-leading-edge 

region. Presently, these nonuniquenesses are removed by less precise 

criteria such as integrability conditions. In the stagnation-point 

region, the equations of motion cannot be linearized about the mean 

flow. However, since the length scale of the region is short compared 

to the disturbance wavelength, the flow is quasi-steady and some 

simplification will be possible. 
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The second proposed extension to the work in this dissertation 

is to consider an airfoil cascade rather than an isolated airfoil. The 

mean flow through the cascade can be obtained by a periodic conformal 

mapping, hence the variable coefficients appearing in Goldstein's wave 

equation can be obtained in a straightforward way. The local analysis 

of the cascade leading-edge regions would be very similar to that 

developed in this dissertation. The total upstream sound field could 

then be calculated following the procedure of Envia and Kerschen 

{1986}. They developed an approximate solution for the sound generated 

by a convected gust interacting with a cascade of swept airfoils, 

neglecting mean loading effects. This was done by summing the fields 

from the infinite row of leading edges using the dirac delta function 

to represent the infinite summation inside an integral. The approach of 

Envia and Kerschen is a high-frequency approximation and should be 

applicable to our cascade problem. 

The calculation of rearward-radiated noise for the cascade is 

more difficult, due to the necessity of accounting for reflection of 

sound off of adjacent airfoils. If surface-curvature effects can be 

neglected, at least to lowest order, the problem appears tractable. It 

is encouraging to note that surface-curvature effects arose only in 

higher-order terms in the present analysis. However, the 1 evel of 

complication produced by surface curvature can only be ascertained by 

an actual analysis of the problem. 

When the described extensions to the model have been made, 

comparison of our results with experiment wil,l be possible. For 
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exampl e, using empi rica11y-determined rotor-wake velocities as an 

upstream convected disturbance, we could calculate the farfield sound 

generated by the rotor-stator interaction in a turbomachine. 

Considerable experimental data exists for this interaction. 

At the present, only indirect experimental evidence exists in 

support of our theory. This evidence lies primarily in the inability of 

total loading to accurately correlate sound power data. Ginder and 

Newby (1977) considered broadband noise generation from a variety of 

hi gh-speed fans, and found that thei r experi menta 1 data collapsed 

better with the "l oca 1-1 eading-edge incidence angl e" than with total 

loading. Their leading-edge incidence angle is the angle formed by the 

tangent to the leading edge with the mean velocity upstream. However, 

while the use of the leading-edge-incidence angle substantially 

improved the correlation, considerable scatter was still present. Our 

results indicate that the leading-edge flow strength is a more 

appropriate parameter than the geometric leading-edge incidence angle. 

It would be interesting to replot the data of Ginder and Newby against 

aeff· 

This dissertation, while far from being a complete noise

prediction model, has considerably extended previous analytical work in 

the area of turbomachinery and propeller noise. It is hoped that the 

closed-form solutions, together with the parametric study of Chapter 5, 

will provide a better understanding of how the specific mechanism of 

airfoil steady loading influences the total sound field. 



APPENDIX A 

MEAN QUANTITIES FOR A SMALL-PEHTURBATION, PERFECT-GAS FLOW 

This appendix concerns the calulation of the mean-flow 

quantities for the potential flow around an obstacle. Far upsteam the 

flow is uniform in the xl direction with magnitude Uoo , as shown in Fig. 

(A.l) below. The obstacle is assumed "thin", so that the mean flow 

around the body may be written as a small perturbation (say O(a)) to 

the uniform flow. In terms of potential (as in the main text the zero 

subscript denotes mean quantities), 

4>0 = 4>00 + 4>I , (A.la) 

where 

(A.lb) 

and 

(A.lc) 

The solution for the perturbation potential 4>1 will be derived shortly. 

We first show how the other mean flow perturbation quantities are 

related to the dimensionless perturbation speed q, defined by 

(A.2) 
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Fig. A.1 Mean flow around thin airfoil. 



The total mean flow speed is 

[ 
3</l a ]1/2 

Uo = (U oo + 3X~)2 + (a!~)2 = Uco (1 + q) + 0(a2) • (A.3a) 

The following equation for the perturbation pressure can be derived 

from the momentum equation 

(A..3b) 

The entropy for the mean flow is a constant, and the density is related 

in a simple way to the pressure by 

Po = A P6 

Writing Po as Poo + PI' utilizing (A.3b), and expanding for small PI, we 

obtain 

• (A.3c) 

The speed of sound for a perfect gas is 

a2 _ dpo __ y Po 
o - 'CfPO Po (A.3d) 

The O(a) sound speed correction can be found by incorporating (A.3b) and 

(A.3c) in (A.3d) and expanding to linear order in q. The result is 

(A.3e) 
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Knowing aI, we can easily find the first order corrections to 

and 

The expressions are 

and 

2 1/2 
Bo = [1 - MoJ 

• 

• 

(A.3f) 

(A.3g) 

Equations (A.3a,c,e,f,g) are used in the coefficients, source term, and 

boundary condition of the disturbance equations derived in Chapter 2. 

We return now to the solution for the potential ~1. The 

equations satisfied by ~1 are 

(A.4a) 

and 

, (A.4b) 

where the body shape is given by X2 = N(X1) and the prime denotes 

differentiation. The condition that V~I go to zero at infinity is also 

imposed. Consider next an incompressible, i.e. Mm = 0, flow over the 

same body with the same uniform velocity far upstream. The description 

of the incompressible flow problem is: 
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acjl i I a/ = Uco N I (xl) (A.5b) 
2 X2=O 

Vcjl1 + 0 at infinity (A.5c) 

The superscript "i" stands for "incompressible." For most body shapes 

of interest, there are well developed methods in potential theory to 

sol ve equations (A.5). We shall suppose that the probl em has the 

solution 

• (A.6 ) 

Similarly, the flow will possess a steamfunction of the form 

• (A.7) 

The "r" and "i" subscripts on the two functions indicate that they are 

the real and imaginary parts of an analytic function. 

If the Prandtl-Glauert transformation 

(A.B) 

is made, the compressible problem is reduced to 

(A.9a) 

(A.9b) 
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V(h,pg + 0 at infinity (A.9c) 

which is the incompressible problem. The solution, therefore, is 

(A.9d) 

In terms of the original variables the result becomes 

(A.lOa) 

In a similar fashion, the streamfunction for the compressible problem 

is found to be 

ljIl = 1 F~(Xl,800X2) (A.lOb) e; • 

For the compressible flow the st reamfunct i on is defined by 

aljll ah aljll 1 a4>l 
(A.ll) aX2 = aXl aXl = - ::-2" • 800 aX2 

The results for the potential and streamfunction can be written 

compactly in complex notation. The perturbation complex potential is 

• (A.12) 

Introducing the complex Prandtl-Glauert variable, 

(A.13) 

we can write Eq. (A.12) completely in complex notation as 
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(A.14a) 

The perturbation flow speed q is obtained from 

q = -.!.. Re { FI (1;) } 
U.., • (A.14b) 

The harmonic conjugate of q, which we label -p, is 

1 { FI(r;) } = 1 1m { -i a F(r;) } -p = - 1m U.., U.., aX2,pg 

= 1 a Re {F(r;)} = 1 ach 
-U; aX2,pg - B..,U.., aX2 (A.14c) 

Hence physically p is l/B.., times the local mean flow angle relative to 

the uniform velocity at infinity. 

The total potential may be conveniently represented in complex 

notation as well. The complex potential including 0(1) and U(a) terms 

is 

(A.15 ) 

We make a final Prandtl-Glauert transformation, on the dependent 

variables: 

(A.16a) 

We also introduce the complex variable 

(A.16b) 

so that Eq. (A.15) becomes 
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z = U..,1; + F( 1;) 
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(A.16c) 

In our analysis we use the variables (cfI,ljI) of Eq. (A.16a) as the 

independent variables. Hence, we require the mean flow quantities, 

especially the complex potential and its derivatives, as funtions of cfI 

and ljI. However, from equation (A.16c) we see that since 

1; = z/U.., + O(a) (A.17a) 

then 

F(1;) = F(z/U..,) + O(a) • (A.17b) 

Since F is already O(a) and O(a2) terms are neglected in our theory, 

equation (A.17b) may be utilized without introducing any additional 

error. This fact is used throughout Chapters 3 and 4. 

The following example will illustrate some of the ideas of this 

appendix. For a flat plate airfoil of length 2b at small incidence 

angle a to the uniform flow, the complex potential for incompressible 

flow can be obtained by conformal mapping. The result is 

, (A.18a) 

where 

with 1;i equal to Xl+ix2. The corresponding perturbation potential for 

the compressible problem is 



(A.19a) 

where 

(A.19b) 

The total compressible complex potential is 

Z = 4» + iljJ = 4»0 + if3co$o = Ucor; + F{r;) + O{a2) • (A.20) 

The perturbation flow speed for the flat plate is 

q = Re{ !: [1 "t-t2b
]} + OCaZ

) • (A.21a) 

However, in light of Eq. (A.20), we can replace r; by z/U co and incur only 

O{a~ error. That is, 

. [ _ rz::u:;2b ] q = Re {~: 1 - v-i- } + O{a2) (A.21b) 

In Chapter 3, where nondimensional variables are introduced, the 

potential is scaled by Ucob. Equation (A.21b) in nondimensional 

variables becomes 

q = Re { !: [1 "2;2] } + UCaZ) • (A.21c) 
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APPENDIX B 

ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION BY THE METHOD OF STEEPEST DESCENT 

The purpose of this appendix is to outline the method of 

steepest descent for expanding integrals which arise in our analysis. 

Two types of integrals will be considered. .The first contains the 

"acoustic phase" multiplied by the large parameter in the exponent; in 

this case the exponent possesses a saddle point and the contribution to 

the integral is dominated by the region near the saddle. The 

asymptotic structure of the first type of integral is an acoustic wave. 

The second type of integral contains a "hydrodynamic phase" for which 

there is no saddle point. The steepest descent path then consists of a 

pair of rays in the complex plane, and the integral over each ray is 

endpoint dominated. The asymptotic expansion of this integral 

represents a field that generates no pressure fluctuations. 

We start with the integral containing the acoustic phase. We 

consider an integral of the form 

co 

Ia = I A(A) eR(-hcosa - ISinel I~) dA 

-co 

, (B.1) 

where the path of integration is the real axis. The expansion of Eq. 

(B.1) as R = kr + co is desired. 

We begin by defining 

f(A) = -i A cose -Isinel I~ • (B.2) 
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The exponent contains one saddle point, at A = AO = -wcose. At A = AO, 

and 

• (B.3) 

We transform the contour of integration to the steepest descent path, 

along which the imaginary part of f is constant and the real part is 

maximum at A = Ao. The steepest descent path passes through the 

saddle point at an angle of n/4 with respect to the real axis, as can 

be seen from the following local analysis. Near the saddle point, 

(B.4a) 

Let 

(B.4b) 

Using equations (B.3) and (B.4b), we find that in the directions y = -n/4 

and 3n/4, the left-hand side of (B.4a) is real and negative. Hence, as 

R + = the contribution to the integral along the steepest descent path 

is dominated by the region near A = AO (since there are no other saddle 

points.) 

To cal cul ate the asymptotic expansion we make the change of 

variable 

(B.S) 
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Then 

• (B.6 ) 

We then expand the amplitude function A{A) about t=O (A=AO) and 

integrate term by term. The first term of the expansion is 

. /4 eiwR 
Ia '" 121TW e -11T I sine I f{Ao) (B.7) 

IR 

This result is used often in our asymptotic analysis. For cases when 

f{Ao) is not analytic near A = AO' Eq. (B.7) is not valid and a more 

invol ved procedure is necessary. Such a case is dealt with in 

Appendix C. 

The equation for the steepest descent path is not required in 

order to obtain the asymptotic expansion of Ia. However, to be sure 

that the original contour can be deformed onto the steepest descent 

path without crossing any singul arities, or picking up a contribution 

from the arc at infinity, some information about the steepest descent 

path is useful. For the exponent just considered, it turns out that the 

equation for the steepest descent path can be found. 

The path of steepest descent is defined by 

1m { - I sine I IAZ-W2 - i A cose } = w (B.8) 

where w is the imaginary part of f{A) at the saddle point AO. Along 

the steepest descent path, we denote the real part of A by x and the 



imaginary part by y. Fig. (B.l) shows the geometry for defining a pOint 

P on the steepest descent path. As we see from Fig. (B.l), 

i~ = -i [ (w+X)2 + y2 ]1/4 [ (w-x)2 + y2 Jl/4 ei (el- e2)/2 • (B.9) 

Upon inserting the imaginary part of (B.9) into (B.8) and rearranging 

terms, we have the following equation defining the steepest descent 

path: 

ISinel [ (w+x)2 + y2 ]1/4 [ (w-x)2 + y2 ]1/4 cos ~ = w + x cose • 

(BolO) 

The cos(e1-e2)/ 2 can be expanded by the relations 

(B.lla) 

and 

= w + x _w_-~x_ + y y 
• (B.llb) 

i<W+x)2+y2 i{W-X}z+y2 i {W+x)2+y2 i (W-x}2+y2 

Using (B.lla,b) in (B.lO), squaring, and rearranging, we have 

sin2e [(w+x)2+y2]1/2 [(w-x)2+y2 Jl/2 = 2(w+xcose)2 - (w2_x2+y2)sin2e • (B.12) 

After squaring one last time and cancelling the y4 terms, we can easily 

solve for y2 in terms of x: 
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A-plane 

w 
-w 

Fig. B.1 Geometry for defining point on steepest descent path. 



y2 = 

The minus square root is the desired one, for it gives the proper slope 

(-1) of the steepest descent path at the saddle pOint. Hence, 
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y = - ( x+wcos a) ( w+xcos a) 
ISina I (x4 w2+2wxcosa)l/2 

(8-13) 

is the equation for the steepest descent contour. 

One consequence of Eq. (8.13) is that the contour crosses the 

real axis at the point x = - w/cosa as well as at the saddle point. At 

the point x = -w/cosa the slope of the curve is 

~ = Icosal (8.14 ) 

The behavior of the curve at infinity can also be obtained from 

Eq. (8.13). As x ... ±co, 

y ... - • (8.15) 

The steepest descent path can be easily drawn from the information in 

equations (8.13,14,15). The curve is shown in Fig. (8.2). The dashed 

line is a deformation of the steepest descent path around the branch 

cut emanating from the point A = -~, to account for the cases where 

A(A) in Eq. (B.1) contains a branch point at -~. The consequence of this 

deformation is discussed below. 

The integral along the branch cut C_~ must be added to the 

integral along the steepest descent path to determine the asymptotic 
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Ai 

Fig. B.2 Steepest descent path for integrals with acoustic phase. 
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expansion of Ia in Eq. (B.1). However, we will now show that the 

contribution from the branch-cut integral is exponentially small. 

Along C_ o' 

, o < P < Po 

, ew = -n + arctan (o~w) 

e_w = n + arctan (o~w) 

where Po is the value at which the steepest descent path crosses the 

branch cut. The integrand is proportional to the term 

This factor attains the largest value, 

2 2 e + e exp {-kr ISinel [(o+w)2 + po]1/4 [(o-w)2 + poJl/4 cos ( W,o 2 -w,o) } 

at the point p = Po (where ew = ew,o' e_w = e_w,o). Hence, the 

contribution from the integral along the branch cut C-o is 

exponentially small in kRlsinel = kl~l, and the asymptotic expansion 

obtained in the absence of the branch cut is unchanged. 

We next consider integrals where the exponent in the integrand 

contains the "hydrodynamic phase." Two integrals of this type occur in 

the particular solution H2,p to Goldstein's wave equation. We 

illustrate the method on the first one, which has the form 
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M(y) eR(-iycose - Isinel/y=r€ IY+l€ ) dy 
Iy+i€ 

• (B.16) 

The contour of integration is the real axis. The function B(Y) is 

analytic except for simple poles away from the area of interest. The 

product of the square roots is simply a complex representation for IYI. 

The branch cuts and contour are displayed in Fig. (B.3)e 

As in the saddle point method, we denote the exponent (all but 

the 1 arge parameter) by f(Y): 

f(y) = -i y cose - ISinel Ir=re Iy+i€ (B.17) 

We first suppose Re{y} > O. In that case we see from Eq. (B.l7) and 

Fig. (B.3) that 

I:y:T€ Iy+i€ = Y (B.18a) 

and 

f(y) = -i y cose - ISinel y (B.18b) 

The real and imaginary parts of f(Y) are 

fr = -Isinel Yr + Yi case (B.19a) 

fi = - case Yr - ISine I Yi • (B. 19b) 
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Fig. B.3 
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y' -pl ane 

c 

Branch cuts and contour of integration for hydrodynamic 
integral. 
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The subscripts indicate real and imaginary parts. Along the line 

cose 
Yi = - Isinal Yr , (B.20) 

the imaginary part of f is 0 and the real part is negative for positive 

Yro Thus we wish to deform half of the original contour, the positive 

real axis, onto the ray defined by Eq. (B.20). The contribution from 

the connecting arc at infinity is seen to be exponentially small. The 

new contour is shown in Fig. (B.4), along with the left half of the 

steepest descent path which is found later. As one moves along the ray 

away from the origin the exponent becomes increasingly negative, and as 

R + = the integral is dominated by the contribution near the origin. To 

obtain the expansion we set 

Y = p ei 4>+ (B.21) 

The angle 4>+ is related to a through Eq. (B.20), which implies that 

tan 4>+ cosa (B.22a) - - I sine I 

and 

4>+ = e - 1T/2 for 0 < e < 'IT (B.22b) 

4>+ = 3'IT/2 - e for 'IT < a < 2'IT (B.22c) 
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Steepest descent path for integral s with hydrodynamic 
phase. 



In terms of p and ~+ the original integral (B.16) may be written 

M{pei~+) e-Rp ei~+ dp 

Ip ei~+/2 

(B.23) 

The asymptotic series is obtained by expanding M for small p and 

integrating term-by-term. The first term is 

• (B.24) 

We next consider the hal f of the original contour where 

Re{y}< O. The procedure here is analagous to the Re{y}> 0 case. This 

time the imaginary part of f is zero and the real part negative along 

the line 

cose 
Yi = Y Isine I r 

(B.25) 

The steepest descent path, defined by Eq. (B.25) for Yr < 0, is 

displayed in Fig. (B.4). After deforming the negative real axis onto 

this path, we introduce the variable of integration p by 

• (B.26a) 

The angle ~_, determined from Eq. (B.25) and the branch cuts in 

Fig. (B.3) is rel ated to e by 
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3~ 
~_ = ~ - e fur o < e < ~ (B.26b) 

~ 

~- = e - 2 for ~ < e < 2~ • (B.26c) 

As before the integral is dominated by the contribution near the origin; 

hence, to obtain the asymptotic expansion we expand M(pei~-) for small 

p and integrate term by term. The first term of the series is 

(B.27) 

The total asymptotic expansion is the sum of the integrals 

(B.24) and (B.27). The sum can be written as 

Ih ~ M(O) ~ [ ei~+/2 _ ei~_/2] 

To write ~+ and ~_ in terms of e we utilize equations (B.22) and (B.26). 

In terms of the physical variable e the expansion is 

Ih ~ M(O) ~ [ ei(e-~/2)/2 - ei(3~/2-e)/2] ,u<e<~ .(B.29a) 

~ M(O) ~ [ ei(3~/2-e)/2 _ ei(e-~/2)/2] ,~<e<2~ .(B.29b) 

For all e, equations (B.29a) and (B.29b) reduce to the simple result 

• (B.30) 
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The actual physical potential is Eq. (B.30) multiplied by eic5~. Since 

this potential has only the convected phase, it generates no pressure 

fluctuations. 
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APPENDIX C 

SOLUTION FOR H2C 

In this appendix, we cal cu1 ate the comp1 ementary sol ution to 

the anti symmetric part of the particu1 ar sol ution H2p. The 

antisymmetric part of H2p is 

f 1().) sinkn'!' 

1 ).+0' 

sgn'!' f2().) coskn'!' ] 

1).+0 

where f 1().) and f 2().) are defined in Eqs. (3.15c,d ), ).1 and ).2 in Eq. 

(3.15e), and a().,~,'!') and hy().,~,'!') in Eq. (3.9b) and (3.15b). The 

appropriate branch cuts for the square roots and the location of the 

poles are shown in Fig. (3.4). The normal derivative on the airfoil 

associated with the particular solution is 

I _ = 1 I (X) B().) e-i).~ d). , 
'!'-u 1 2 'If -(X) 

(C.2a) 

where 
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B(A) = 
Iy:r.:wz f 2( A) ] 

I A+O 

(C.2b) 

To cancel the velocity on the airfoil we need a complementary solution 

satisfying 

1'Y=0 

00 

= --1-1 B(A) e -iAq, dA for q, > 0 
I'l; -00 

'1'=0+ 
H2,c I = 0 for q, < 0 

'Y=O-

aH2C • 
~ contlnuous everywhere • 

(C.3a) 

(C.3b) 

(C.3c) 

(C.3d) 

Equation (C.3) can be solved by applying a Fourier transform in 

q, and integrating the resulting ordinary differential equation. The 

result is, 

00 

H
2C 

= sgnV 1 C+(~) e-iH-lvlh2_w2 d~ 
-00 

• (C.4) 

The plus subscript on the unknown function C(A) indicates that it is 

analytic in the upper half plane, which is necessary in order that 

there be no jump in potential in front of the airfoil (eq. (C.3c)). To 
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determine C+(;>,.) we proceed by introducing the unknown function u(~) 

defined by 
00 

aH2C 1 I -i;>,.~ - = u(~) - - B(;>,.) e d;>". a'l' 1-
y 2lT _00 

(C.5) 

By the boundary condition (C.3b), u(~) is 0 for ~ > O. Transforming eq. 

(C.5) we have 

(C.6a) 

or 

• (C.6b) 

The minus subscript on U(A) denotes analyticity in the lower half 

plane. The last term in Eq. (C.6b) will now be split into the sum of 

two functions, each analytic in one half plane. By observing the 

location of the various poles and branch points in Fig. (3.4), we see 

that the last term in eq. (C.6b) may be written as 

, (C.7a) 

where 

(C.7b) 
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and 

• (C.7c) 

Again, the plus and minus subscripts denote the region of analyticity. 

It is fortunate that B(A)/fA-W can be written as the sum of terms each 

having branch points all in the same half plane. The resulting Wiener

Hopf split is greatly simplified; it involves separating terms with only 

simple pole singularities. The split is 

Utilizing eq. (C.8) in (C.6b), we obtain 

mw D_( AV D+( A) 
- A+W C+(A) + {A2- Al)(A-A2} + (A-Al}(A-A2) - { A- AI} ( Al- A2) 

U_(A) D_(A) D_(A2) 

= .; A-W - ( A- A 1)( A- A2) + ( A2- AIH A- A2) 
D+( AI) 

(C.g) 

Since the two sides of eq. (C.g) are equal on the strip Im(-w) < Im(A) < 

Im(w), they are analytic continuations of each other and form an entire 

function. We turn to the edge conditions in the physical plane to 

determine the unknown analytic function. 

The edge condition we impose is that the sol ution H:a: be no 
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more singular near the origin than the zero-incidence angle solution H~ 

The solution Ho possessed a l/IR (R2 = ~2t-'Y2) singularity in velocity or 

IR in potential as R approached zero. This same edge behavior arose 

naturally in the particular solution H~ obtained by double Fourier 

transforms. Thus here we require that Ha: behave as Rl/2 locally, and 

hence that the transform function C+(~) decay as ~-3/2 in the upper 

half pl ane. (U_(~) decays as ~-1/2 in the lower hal f pl ane.) 

The entire function defined by equation (C.g) can be determined 

by analyzing the left-hand side as ~ tends to infinity in the upper half 

plane. The first, second, and fourth terms decay to zero and the third 

approaches a limiting value of 

(C.lO) 

Hence the bounded, entire function is equal to the constant in eq. 

(C.lO). Setting the left side of (C.g) equal to this constant and 

isolating C+(~), we obtain 

c+( ~) 
4i knCI++4i oC 3 1 

= + 
I~+w I~+w 

[ D_(A,) D+( ~) D+( AI) J (C.ll) ( ~2- ~l)( ~- ~2) + ( ~- ~l)( ~- ~2) - ( ~- ~l) ( ~l- ~2) • 

Inserting eq. (C.ll) into (C.4) and writing D+ and D_ explicitly, we have 

the final form of the solution: 
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{')..+w f 2(')..) ea(A'~''¥) dA 
-------J 
'')..+0 (')..- AI) (')..- ')..2) .; ')..+w 

(C.12) 



APPENDIX D 

UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF TRAILING-EDGE SCATTERED FIELD 

In this appendix we calculate an asymptotic expansion as R = kr 

+ = for the integral 

eR(-lsinal I~ -i(A+w)cosa) dA 

(A+O) (A+W) IA-W 
(D.1) 

Here CA is the steepest descent path in the A-plane, drawn in Appendix 

B. For convenience we have del eted the "t" subscripts on the R and a 

trailing-edge variables of the actual scattering problem. We have also 

put an exp(iRwcosa) inside and outside the integral. We will develop an 

asymptotic expansion valid even as a tends to zero, where the saddle 

point and pole coalesce and ordinary saddle point methods fail. The 

expansion will be found using Van Der Waerden's (1950) method. 

Van Der Waerden ' s method begins by making the change of 

variable 

u = ISinal I~ + i cosa (A+W) (O.2a) 

The inverse transformation is 

A = -(uicosa + wcos 2a) ± ISinal lu-iw(l+cosa) lu+iw(l-cosa) .(D.2b) 
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We select the minus sign for the transformation, which maps the region 

below the steepest descent path of the>.. plane onto the u plane. The 

image of steepest descent path itself wraps around the branch point 

u = -iw(l-cose}, which is the image of the saddle point>.. = -wcose. It 

is natural that the saddle pOint maps to a branch point, since at the 

saddle pOint the exponent u is a quadratic function of >.., or >.. is a 

function of the square root of u. The branch points in the u plane are 

shown in Fig. (D.1), along with the image of the steepest descent path. 

The typical procedure for finding the asymptotic expansion with 

this method is to expand the integrand about the branch point and 

integrate term by term. (There are al so rules for deforming the 

contour around the branch cut, if one does not start with the steepest 

descent curve in the>.. plane.) Singularities far to the left of the 

branch cut need not be considered, and singularities far to the right 

will be asymptotically negligible. Oifficulties arise when a pole lies 

near the branch point, as is the case in our problem for small values 

of e. To handle this case a variation of the method is required, which 

is described below. 

We write the integral as 

I =I P(u) e-
Ru 

du 
Cu 

(O.3a) 

where 

P(u} 1 lId>.. 
= >..(u) + w I>..(u)-w >..(u)+o du • 

(D.3b) 
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.u-plane 

i w(1 + case) 

Fig. 0.1 Branch cuts and path of integration in the u-plane. 



The kernel P(u) has a pole at u = 0 (since ~(O) = -w) and two branch 

points (those of ~(u)), which for simplicity we denote as d+ and d_. 

The sign designates the location in the appropriate hal f pl ane. To 

proceed we temporarily make the additional change of variable 

s = lu-d_ • 

The function P has poles at s = 0 and s = b = I-d_. The poles of P 

can be isolated by writing 

s P(s) = S~b + T(s) (1J.4a) 

or 

P( ) a + T 
s = s(s-b) s • (0.4b) 

The function T(s) is analytic at s=O and s=b. The quantity a is the 

residue of sP(s) at s=O, and can be found be examining Eq. (0.4a) near 

s=b or u=O. The local analysis shows that 

a = i 

12w (<5-w) 
(U.5) 

Setting a = by, we have 

y = ei1r/ 4 

w 12(1-cose) (<5-w) 
(0.6a) 

and 
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P(s(u)) - y - - - + - = - +..:........L. • _ [1 1J T y T-v 
s-b s s s-b s (D.6b) 

The integral we wish to evaluate (Eq. (D.3a) ) can now be written as 

I =1 T;Y e-
Ru 

du + yl 
Cu Cu 

-Ru e -- du = II + 12 • s-b (0.7) 

The integrand of II contains no pole near the branch point u = 
d_, as we see by writing out s( u): 

II =1 _T_---'-y_ e -Ru du • 
C {u-d_ 
u 

(D.8a) 

The asymptotic expansion of II can be obtained by expanding the 

integrand (excluding the exponential) near u = u_ and integrating term 

by term. The first term of the expansion is 

II IV 

w {I-cose (a-wcose) IK 
+ O(1/R) • (D.8b) 

It is most convenient to evaluate 12 in the s-plane, where the 

integral takes the form 

-co 

-Rd 1 e-
Rs2 

2 s ds 
12 = y e s-b 

co 

(0.9) 

The path of integration and the pole are shown in Fig. (0.2). Reversi ng 

the limits and extracting a minus ::;ign, and multiplying numerator and 

denominator of the integrand by s+b~ we obtain 

-Rd 12 = - y e - K , (D.lDa) 
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s-plane 

® b = I;w(l-cose) 

Fig. D.2 Contour of integration and pole location in the s-plane. 



where 

K = r 
-ClO 

2S~S+b) e _Rs2 ds 
s -b2 • (D.lOb) 

Only the even part of the integrand contributes to the integral, i.e., 
ClO 

j 2s2 _RS2 
K = S2='i)2 e ds 

-ClO 

QO 

j 4s2 _RS2 
= S2=l)Z e ds 

o 
(D.11) 

Eq. (D.11) is one form of the final expression for K. The following 

sequence of steps will convert the result into a more familiar one, in 

terms of a complementary error function or Fresnel integral. 

First, let c = -b2• Multiplying K by e-Rc and differentiating 

with respect to R, we find 
ClO 

dd
R 

e-Rc K = io 4 S2 e-R(s2+c) ds = - r. e-Rc R-3/2 • 

Integrating Eq. (D.12) from R to ClO, we obtain 

or 

ClO 

e-Rc K = r. j e-Yc y-3/ 2 dy 

R 

r ClO 

K = .; TfC eRc j e -x x-3/ 2 dx 
Rc 

(D.12) 

(D.13a) 

(0 .13b) 

The branch cut for fC is taken along the negative real axis, so that 

fC = e-iTf / 4 ';w(l-cose) (D.13c) 

The final expression for K is obtained by integrating once by parts, and 

making the change of variable x = -iv2; 
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where 

21lT 
K = ---- + 4 i Inw(l-cose) eRc E(IRw(l-cose)) 

IR' 

E(a) = J ~ .1v
2 

dv • 

a 

(D.14a) 

(D.14b) 

We now collect the various terms comprising our original 

integral. Inserting Eq. (D.14) into Eq. (D.10a), adding the result to 

the asymptotic expansion in Eq. (D.8b), and writing out explicitly the 

constants y,c, and d_, we have 

I '" 
23/2 IlT e -in / 4 

e iRwcose E(IRw(1-cose)) _ 
Iw (o-w) 

in/4 .(2; [ 1 1 ] 
e yw- o-w - o-wcose + O(1/R) (D.l7) 

IRw( I-cos e) 

with E(a) defined in (D.14b). This is an asymptotic expansion as R+~ 

valid for all values of e. Actually, the term containing the Fresnel 

integral is an exact rather than asymptotic result. As noted earlier, 

it is just another form for the integral of the part of P(u) containing 

the pole near the branch point. 

When e is 0(1) the asymptotic expansion of the Fresnel integral, 

ia2 

F(a) '" - 2ia 

may be used to reduce (D.17) to 
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eilr / 4 121T eiwR 

I .... -----------
Iw (c5-wcose) IRw(l-cose} 

(0.18) 

This is the result obtained by the usual method of steepest descent. 



APPENDIX E 

FORMULA FOR ACOUSTIC POWER 

The purpose of this appendix is to write the general formula 

for acoustic power in terms of our modified potential hand potential

streamline coordinates (<I>,t/J). The formul a applies in the geometric 

farfield, where the mean flow becomes uniform. All quantities 

mentioned are dimensional, as in Chapter 2, until the end of the 

appendix where we convert to nondimensional forms. 

The definition of acoustic power, for the case of a two

dimensional mean flow, is (Goldstein, 1976b) 

Power = fT. n ds 
span 

The acoustic intensity is given by 

(E.la) 

(E.lb) 

and n is the normal to a curve surrounding all of the sound sources. 

We assume that the curve lies entirely in the geometric farfield. 

Power/span denotes the amount of acoustic power radiated per unit 

spanwise length of the infinite-span airfoil. The quantities pi, pi, and 

vG I are the acoustic pressure, density, and particle velocity, and Uo 

and Po are the mean-flow velocity and density. In the farfield, the 
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mean density and velocity can be replaced by their values at infinity. 

Eq. (E.lb) then becomes (in the (~,$) coordinate system) 

[ 
~ 2 aG

I 
] [ I pi Uco _ ] T = Pco + Uco a~ Pco VG + --z ecjl • (E.2) 

The vector ecjl is the unit vector in the cjI direction. 

The acoustic pressure is given by 

(E.3a) 

In terms of the modified potential h, (E.3a) is ( See (2.9c) and 

(2.12a) ) 

(E.3c) 

where 

(E.3d) 

Far away from the airfoil, derivatives on the cylindrical wave phase 

ikwr of h dominate (See (4.43) for the farfield form of h), i. e., 

~~ = ikwcosa h + O(h/r) (E.4) 

Hence, 
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pi ::: i k POl U; (a-wcose) heir • (E.5) 

The acoustic particle velocity is 

aG I aGI -
vG I = Uo - e + U Q aljl ljI 0 POl alP elP ' (E.6) 

where elP is the unit vector in the lP direction. We have ignored the 

spanwise component, since it makes no contribution when the inner 

product with the normal to the curve in the (ljI,lP) plane is taken. 

Inserting the relation between GI and h, we have 

• (E.7a) 

Again only the derivative on the rapidly-varying phase ikwr contributes, 

and (E.7a) can be approximated by 

Similarly, 

aG ' • 2 ir 
aljl = -1 k (15 MOl - w cose) he. 

aG I = i k w sin e h e i r 
alP 

(E. 7b) 

(E.8) 

The acoustic particle velocity, obtained by combining (E.7a) and (E.8) 

and setting Uo = UOl in the metrics, is 

The variables involved in the definition (E.2) for acoustic 

intensity are all real quantities. So, to calculate intensity we insert 

the real parts of (E.5) and (E.9) into (E.2). The resulting expression is 
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The star denotes complex conjugate. We wish to calculate average 

rather than instantaneous power. The only term inside the square 

brackets which contributes to the time average is the cross-product. 

Using this fact, we find that 

- 1 U 3 3 k? - -) * lave ="2 Pco co I3co ~ <5 w (l3cocose e<l> + sine el/l hh • (E.l1) 

A convenient curve over which to perform the integration of (E.la) is a 

circle in (<1>,1/1) space (which is an ellipse in physical space, due to the 

Prandtl-Glauert transformation.) The normal to the circle is 

(E.12) 

Hence, 

• (E.13) 

To find the total average radiated power, we put (E.13) into (E.la) and 

utilize the following expression for the differential element of length 

in the (<1>,1/1) plane. 

• (E.14) 

In the farfield where the mean flow is uniform the coordinate metrics 

(2.5) reduce to constants and we obtain 

(E.15) 
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l'Jhere r is the radius of the circle in the (4),1/1) plane. Expression 

(E.2) for the power becomes 

Powerave 
span 

21T 

= { p~ u.! a; k2 6 w I hoh* (a~cos2e + sin2e) 
o 

.(B~in2e + cos2e)1/2 r de u:- (E.16) 

At this point all quantities are dimensional. Equation (E.16) can be 

easily converted to apply to the nondimensional variables in 

Chapters 3, 4, and 5. Recall that hand r have dimensions of potential, 

i.e., length times velocity, and c5 and w have dimensions of inverse 

length times velocity. As described at the beginning of Chapter 3, we 

nondimensionalize hand r by bUm and wand c5 by l/bUm• In terms of the 

dimensionless variables used throughout Chapters 3, 4, and 5, the 

expression for power is 

21T 

Powerave 1 3 2 I * - pUb Q- k2 c5 W 0 h·h (BmcOs2e + sin2e) span -"'2 m m 1'-

·(B~in2e + cos2e)1/2 r de , (E.17) 

where b is the semichord of the airfoil. All of our calculations are 

made in terms of the normalized power, defined by 

Powerave/span 
Normalized Power = 1 3 

"2 Pm Um b 
(E.18a) 

21T 

= k2 6 wa~ t hoh* (a~cos2e + sin2e)( a; sin2e + cos2e)1/2 r de 0 (Eo19) 
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For r » 1, the only radial dependence of h·h* is the l/r decay, which 

cancel s with the r in the di fferential el ement of 1 ength. The 

integrand is then purely a function of a, the polar angle in (<1>,1/1) 

space. Equation (E.19) is utilized for the calculations presented in 

Chapter 5. 

+ 
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